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P R O CEEDINGS
*****
H THEODORE COHEN:

Okay, everyone.

Welcome to the September 25th meeting of the
Planning Board.

We'll start with the update from

the Community Development Department.
KHALIL MOGASSABI:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Good evening, Board.
My name is Khalil Mogassabi.
the CDD staff.

I'm with

Through the Chair, we have a

couple of updates for you tonight.
On September 13th Envision Cambridge
zoning scenarios were presented to the Inman
Square Neighborhood Association and also to
Harvard Square Neighborhood Association just over
the weekend.

Also, Envision Cambridge scenarios

will be presented at public meeting tomorrow at
5:30 to 7:30 and the location 459 Broadway.
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That's near the library.

And also it's called

Cambridge Rindge Latin main cafeteria.

That's

the location it's at.
Envision Cambridge as part of general
business will be presented to you tonight to your
Honorable body by Ms. Melissa Peterson from our
department.

She's the community planning

director, and that would be part of the general
business again this evening.
But before that and also as part of
general business, we will have before you
continued design review on the North Plaza.

We

also have design update on the ground floor
retail of 314 Main Street, and that's MIT
building 5.
Under general business our staff are here
also to answer questions or collect your comments
on the following BZA cases:

And that's 1815
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Mass. Ave., 102 Sherman Street, 678 Mass. Ave.,
280 Brookline Street, and then 212 Hampshire
Street.
Tonight we'll also have the Town Gown
discussion, and specifically is the -- is the
report form and its questionnaire.

And that's

something if you had any comments we would
include that.
And then for October 2, just to give you
a heads up, we will have public hearings on 178
Elm Street, and that's a Special Permit and
that's continued the Special Permit.

And also on

the MXD, the mixed use district in-fill
development and concept plan amendment.
Under general business we'll also have
325 Main Street design review.
For October 16th, again, for public
hearings we'll have before you the 541 Mass. Ave.
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And that's an RMD Special Permit.
And that's my update.
Thank you.
H THEODORE COHEN:

Thank you.

And do we have Planning Board transcripts
to approve?
JEFF ROBERTS:

Hi, yes, we have a

transcript for?
SWAATHI JOSEPH:
JEFF ROBERTS:
17th of this year.

July 10th and July 17th.
That's July 10th and July

We received those certified

transcripts and the board members have received
them.
H THEODORE COHEN:

Okay.

Do I have a motion to accept those
transcripts?
STEVEN COHEN:

So moved.

H THEODORE COHEN:

Second.
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CATHERINE PRESTON CONNOLLY:
H THEODORE COHEN:

Second.

All in favor?

(Raising hands.)
H THEODORE COHEN:
Okay.

Thank you.

Now, there's a continuation with

regard to Planning Board 141, the North Plaza and
Sky Bowl, a design review.

Is someone making a

presentation?
WILLIAM KANE:

Good evening.

evening, my name is Bill Kane.

Good

I'm with BioMed

Realty, and I'm here tonight on behalf of the
Kendall Square Corporation, which is a non-profit
entity that develops and operates the
privately-held publicly accessible open space at
the Kendall Square site, formerly known as
Cambridge Research Park and governed by Special
Permit No. 141 which was issued on April 17,
1999.

Thank you, Jeff, and Mr. Chairman and the
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members of the Board for the opportunity to
present tonight.
Presenting with me is Bob Corning of
Stantec who is working on behalf of the Henri A.
Termeer Tribute Committee, which is a non-profit
entity that is seeking to fund and implement
certain improvements to what is currently known
as the Henri A. Termeer Plaza located at 300
Athenaeum Street in Cambridge.

This

presentation's intended to follow up to the
Planning Board's previous review on August 7th
and to respond to certain comments and questions
planning board members made in that meeting.

In

addition to the updates that Bob is about to
present, the committee asked me to relay key
considerations that relate to the changes that we
are proposing to the plaza.
Since the current design was approved 18
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years ago, a lot has changed with respect to the
plaza's environment.

Millions of square feet of

commercial, residential, and retail space has
further activated the area changing the way the
spaces are used and activated by commercial
users; thousands of residents, daytime school
trips, local retail operators, and daycare
facility, thereby thoroughly testing the space.
With time, evolving uses and changing priorities.
We've learned a lot about what works, like an
extraordinarily successful ice skating rink
operation that served 15,000 unique visitors each
year.

And what doesn't work, like lessons

learned with safety, ice rink operations, Zamboni
storage, having sufficient open and accessible
space to activate the area of public arts and
events.
In theory this proposal is not unlike
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changes that we've made on other parts of the
site, like the improvements that Clara Bachelor
has made to the nearby south plaza which added
accessible seating, function, and art where the
spaces we altered for outdoor public dining at
Evoo, Za, Kika's, and Commonwealth restaurants.
Or the open space that we retrofitted to
accommodate the weekly farmer's market also near
the South Plaza.
So when the Termeer committee approached
me with this idea of making certain changes to
the plaza, the agreement was that we had to do it
in a way that maintained the current state of
quality and reflected the community's needs.
we engaged the community.

So

We discussed with

members of the East Cambridge Planning Team and
formally presented and received their endorsement
on May 23rd.
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We met and presented the plan to the DEP
which actually has jurisdiction in this area on
July 17th, receiving their conditional approval,
which also ties to the DCR as well.
We interviewed the site operator, vendors
on the way that they manage the rink, the
fountain, the open space, the species of
plantings, and the safety measures they employ.
We also met with abutters and neighbors
of the space.

Listened to how they use the space

and what works and what doesn't work.
In presenting the proposed alterations we
received written letters of support which have
been submitted for record to the Planning Board.
Worthy of noting most of the input we
received was not unlike the comments that were
recorded by Roger Boothe and Planning Board's
design review 18 years ago or councillor
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Carlone's public testimony in our last meeting.
Mostly questioning how open and accessible the
space is to the public.
So I introduce Bob.

We're here today to

present a plan, one that updates the site to
address the committee's current needs and one
that responds to comments received from the
Planning Board.
Thank you.
ROBERT CORNING:

Thanks, Bill.

Good evening, everybody.

Again, my name

is Bob Corning I'm a senior principal and
landscape architect at Stantec.

I'm also joined

tonight by my colleague Thu Ngan Han, landscape
architect, and also Pablo Eduardo, artist, who is
doing the artwork for the project, the sculpture
work, but also has been a collaborator on the
design.
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As Bill mentioned, there were a number of
comments that came out of our hearing on August
7th.

I know some of the board members were here

and some weren't.

I'm going to kind of go

through some of the original background
information very quickly and we can always come
back if there's questions.
But these were the goals and objectives
that we outlined in the last presentation.
haven't changed.

Those

The big ideas were to open up

and unify the entire plaza space.

It will have

stronger connections to the perimeter uses, to
provide a contemplative appropriate setting for
the Termeer sculpture.

Expand the seasonal use

to make the entire park and plaza four season
use.
space.

Refine the materials.

Add usable green

Increase the plant diversity and the

seasonal interest.

Preserve the winter ice rink
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use.

That was a fundamental objective.

But then

also relocating the Zamboni and storage area into
a place that's less intrusive and to the park.
And then to improve accessibility comfort and
accommodating all users of the park overall.
We talked a little bit about how the park
connects to the open space in East Cambridge as
well as the pedestrian circulation network.

The

existing park space with the existing Sky Bowl
and then where the ice rink happens, pavilion A
at the top, and pavilion B at the bottom.

And

some street view photos of the existing
conditions.
This plan was what was presented in
August 7th and we appreciate all of the great
feedback that we got from the Board from this
plan.

And our revised plan we think is much

better because of that.

And I'd like to go
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through some of the changes now.
So this is the revised plan.

The

highlights from the changes from the August 7th
presentation are that the plan is much more
simpler.

We think it's a little bit more

beautiful in its simplicity, refined in its
simplicity.

The large retaining wall that was

originally proposed that was cut into the berm in
the back has been removed.

Previously we had the

two water walls, and those have been consolidated
into one.

Here, in the center.

reflecting pool remains.
granite seat wall.

And the

We've redesigned the

And I'll show you some more

details on that in a moment.

We've also included

-- added five new shade trees on the south side
of the plaza space that will help enclose it,
enclose the space, but still maintain the visual
connections both in and out of the space, and
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then provide shade as well in the summer months
from the south.

The other thing that we've

incorporated into the lawn panels is a wave.

So

there's kind of a sculptural wave element in both
of the lawn panels which I'll show you in more
detail in a moment.
We also updated, we refined the paving
pattern slightly to help reinforce the former
form of the Sky Bowl in terms of the circular
plan.
So this is a section cut from north to
south.

So the, this area here is the existing

Sky Bowl berm to the north.

You can see there's

some minor modifications to where the new seat
wall and water walls incorporated into the berm.
And then this is the south side.

So this dashed

line shows the existing Sky Bowl berm on the
south and the new seat wall and the undulating
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lawn here with the new shade tree to try to
reflect, in concept, the idea that this is still
an enclosed space, but we are providing the
direct views in and out of the space as well.
A view from the south looking up into the
new plaza.

So the new pathway that cuts across

the skate rink area and the stone dust area in
the summer.
the back.

You can see the new plaza space in
One thing to note is we're starting to

show these proposed trees, these five trees on
the south side, and you can see how the views are
maintained both in and out of the space.
Zooming in a little bit on the plaza
space from the south, the new single water wall
in the middle, but then the seat walls have been
modified so that they actually have a granite
back that's sloped and is integrated into the
existing berm.

So we thought that was a nice
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improvement over what was proposed before with
the large retaining wall.

The seat wall back is

also has a horizontal arc to it to provide some
additional interest.

And can you start to see

some of the proposed perennial planting that will
provide seasonal interest both behind the seat
wall and these walls in the front.
Looking back from the kind of the back of
the water wall, which is right in front of you
back towards the south, you can see the
reflecting pool with the tree of life bronze
engraving that will be done by Pablo in the
bottom of the reflecting pool.

And you can start

to see how some of the sloped backing of the
granite seat walls are incorporated into the berm
and start to provide some of the interest for the
seat wall areas.
The undulating lawn is reflected in the
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granite side walls along the pathways to help
reinforce that, almost as if the pathways were
cutting through the lawn space.
A view back towards the plaza space from
pavilion A.

And then a view back kind of from

the east to one of the radio walks back into the
plaza space.

And you can see how the side walls

along the pathways are reinforcing that kind
of -- the wave lawn idea.
One of the things that was requested last
time was that we show a little bit more detail on
the Zamboni room and expansion.
pavilion A here.

So this is

We showed the addition a little

bit darker just so you can see what's existing
versus new, but the intent certainly is that it
would all be the same color.

We would use the

same metal panelling system that exists on both
pavilion A and B.

We would try to create a
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doorway system that would match the existing
overhead door that's on the front side of
pavilion A.
And then on the back side, so the
addition is approximately here in this direction.
There's an opaque window on the back of the
existing pavilion A.

We would suggest that maybe

there could be one in the back of the addition as
well.
And another view from the front.

One of

the things that we're looking at with the
architects is the idea that these doors would
match the existing doors in terms of how they
look, but they would actually operate as swinging
doors so that when the Zamboni is in operation,
that basically precludes people from cutting
through there from a safety perspective.
we're currently working on that with the

So
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architects.
And then this is a similar view to what
we showed last time in terms of the nighttime
view.

We're essentially going to maintain the

existing pole lights but swap them out with LED
and then provide some accent lighting in certain
areas to provide some interest there.
The material pallet, it's really hard to
show in the renderings the richness and quality
of the materials.

We brought granite samples and

unit paver samples of what we're proposing to use
here, which kind of shows the better richness or
refinement of materials that's proposed here.
The idea of the water wall, we're looking at
these two images, trying to create something
sculptural that the water would cascade down.
Bronze engraving in certain areas.

And then this

is inspiration for some of the paving patterns
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particularly in the reflecting pool.
And, again, these are the, these are the
proposed granite materials and unit paver
materials that are proposed here.

And the

samples are here on the desk if you'd like to see
them.
We talked a lot last time about seasonal
interest or planting.

That's certainly not only

in the proposed tree planting but also in the
perennial planting that's proposed as part of the
project.
And with that that's our presentation.
Pablo, did you want to add anything?
PABLO EDUARDO:

No, I'm good.

H THEODORE COHEN:

All right, thank you.

So I was not at the earlier session so I
know there were a lot of questions and comments.
Do board members want to raise them again
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or see if they've been addressed?
Lou.
LOUIS J. BACCI, JR.:
you've done.

I like everything

I spent a lot of time here.

right in the area.

I work

One thing I did notice, after

the sun comes over the east side of this
building, this place is in full sun for the whole
day.

Most of the people that work in the office

spaces around here don't use it during the day
because it's just too hot.

Anyone using it uses

it until about nine o'clock in the morning and
then it just becomes very, very oppressively hot
in the summertime.

It's very uncomfortable to

sit there on summer days.

I don't know what you

can do to try to get some shading on the seating,
but I think that would help you.

Everything else

I really like what you're doing.
ROBERT CORNING:

I appreciate that.

I
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mean the challenge obviously with this line here
is where the winter rink occurs.

So it makes it

very difficult obviously to add any trees in
those locations.
LOUIS J. BACCI, JR.:

If you go there on

a summer day, everyone's hiding under all the
umbrellas and seats and chairs.
in it.

No one will sit

You're getting a lot less use.

People

pass through it going back and forth to the
restaurants and so forth, but no one stays.

It

is very hot.
ROBERT CORNING:

Appreciate that.

H THEODORE COHEN:

Other comments?

Questions?
MARY FLYNN:

I too appreciate the

revisions you've made.

It's much more attractive

and inviting than the previous one.
trees and the view even.

I like the

The undulating lawn I
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think is interesting, too.

It would be

fascinating to see how people use it.

And I

guess my only thought was that along the two top
access points -- yes.

It seems to me like if you

put a couple of more -- or maybe one more tree on
each side a little bit along that edge, so you
really keep the focus on the main pathway going
in and then in a way you can -ROBERT CORNING:
MARY FLYNN:

Right here?

Yeah, in there.

You would

be completing the -- a little bit of the frame of
the Sky Bowl.

That was just my -- but I really

do like it very much.
Thank you.
ROBERT CORNING:

Appreciate it.

Thank

you.
H THEODORE COHEN:

Anyone else?

Well I have a question.

I note in the
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last hearing you were asked to go and speak to
the Van Valkenburgh team.

Can you tell us what

occurred then?
ROBERT CORNING:

Sure.

So Mr. Kane met with one of the
principals at MVBA actually the day after our
last hearing, expressed the design, expressed
what our goals and objectives were for the
project.

He appreciated that, went back to his

office and said that they weren't really
interested in working with us on that.

They

thought the Sky Bowl should be maintained as it
is with the possible exception of adding the
sculpture into the existing Sky Bowl area.
H THEODORE COHEN:
NIKOLAS BOWIE:

Okay, thank you.

Oh, I was just going to

say I like the revision the first time.

I think

I was here the last hearing, and so this one I
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like equally much.

I think you did a nice job

both times.
ROBERT CORNING:

Thank you.

H THEODORE COHEN:
HUGH RUSSELL:

Any other -- Hugh.

Could you explain the

reflecting pool and how the water gets from the
waterfall to the reflecting pool?
ROBERT CORNING:
HUGH RUSSELL:

Sure.
And specifically how deep

the pool is?
ROBERT CORNING:

So the water cascades

down this water wall here and then has a very
small depression.

We're talking less than an

inch depression that the water would circulate
through and empty into the reflecting pool.

The

current thinking is that the deepest the
reflecting pool would be would be six inches; six
to eight inches in the middle.

It would be a
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very shallow bowl.

And then obviously in the

wintertime when it's empty, you'll see the tree
of life sculpture will still be there.
tree, excuse me.

Giving

Tree of life was another

project that we worked on.

The giving tree.

Thank you.
STEVEN COHEN:

Recirculating from the

reflecting pool?
WILLIAM KANE:

Yes.

ROBERT CORNING:

Treated.

existing fountain out there now.

There's an
And we're going

to reuse as much of the existing equipment, pumps
and that kind of stuff as we can, but obviously
it needs to be reconfigured with the new design.
H THEODORE COHEN:

Okay.

This is not a public hearing.

I don't

know if there's anybody here who wished to make
any comments, if the Board wished to hear them?
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Councillor?
COUNCILLOR QUINTON ZONDERVAN:
I really like the design.

Thank you.

I just had a

couple of quick reactions.
One is suggestion:

Plant more trees and

plant them bigger.
And the other one is a question about the
kind of LED's that you're planning to use.
There's a lot of signs that we're becoming aware
of that the warmer temperatures are better, so
the warmer you can make them, the less intrusive
they are on human health.

But otherwise it all

looks great.
Thank you.
H THEODORE COHEN:

Thank you.

Heather.
HEATHER HOFFMAN:
213 Hurley Street.

Hi.

Heather Hoffman,
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I've always found the Sky Bowl
intimidating and not at all inviting because I
think that it is too tall for its circumference.
But I walked through the area with the rest of my
immediate family not long after the previous
hearing, and they don't agree with me at all.
However, they aren't here and I am.

I think that

I at least am going to like this better.
do agree with more trees, more flowers.

And I
You

know, have color, have green growing things.
so, yeah.

And

I think that the Sky Bowl was better

as a concept than as a reality.
sounded really cool.

And I think it

But, yeah, it's so tall

that I guess the little kids from the daycare go
in there, but I don't see anyone my size going
in.
Thank you.
H THEODORE COHEN:

Thank you.
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Is there anyone else who wishes to speak?
(No Response.)
H THEODORE COHEN:

No.

So, Board

Members, are we ready to proceed?
Jeff, what do you need from us?
JEFF ROBERTS:

This is a design review.

It was subject to design review originally, and
as part of this PUD development, so it's subject
to revised design review.
general business.

It's just a matter of

It's a vote of the Planning

Board.
H THEODORE COHEN:

So a vote of the

Planning Board that we approve this change in the
design review?
JEFF ROBERTS:

Right, approving the

revised design.
H THEODORE COHEN:

Revised design.

Do we have a motion to approve it?
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MARY FLYNN:

So moved.

H THEODORE COHEN:
STEVEN COHEN:

Second?

Second.

H THEODORE COHEN:

All those in favor?

(Show of hands.)
H THEODORE COHEN:

Thank you very much.

So now this is a design update from CDD
Department about 314 Main Street.

What we

frequently refer to as building 5 for MIT.
SUZANNAH BIGOLIN:

Thank you.

I'm not sure if you have the materials.
So we've been working with MITIMCo on the
building permit review for building 5, and that
was granted design review approval last year in
April.

As part of the building permit review

process, there are some changes proposed to the
ground floor facade facing south which is Beacon
Street.

The Board had previously mentioned in
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its design review approval that it wanted to sort
of shrink the extent of mechanicals, so that's
the reason why we've brought the design back to
the Board just as an update.
The changes are a result of the museum's
plans for the lobby space which includes a grand
stair located against the exterior wall, storage,
coat check, visitor services, and offices kind of
below the stair.

What will happen is -- I'll

grab the material.
So this was the ground floor facade from
the original decision.

There's about -- half of

the facade is metal panel and that will now
extend across to the stair here.

There is some

additional transparency -H THEODORE COHEN:

Suzannah, perhaps you

could turn around and show.
JOHN HAWKINSON:

If only there was a
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document camera.
JEFF ROBERTS:

Do you want me to put it

on the screen.
H THEODORE COHEN:

We have a new

audiovisual component that can show us documents
and things.
JOHN HAWKINSON:
H THEODORE COHEN:

I apologize, Mr. Chair.
That's okay, we're all

anxious to see how it works.
SUZANNAH BIGOLIN:

So the metal panel

will be extended across to the stair and there
will be an opening provided for the office and
coat check.
While the amount of transparency has
reduced from what was originally approved, it
still complies with the Kendall Square design
guidelines, and we feel the facade appears more
visually interesting as it's expressing the
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profile of the stair.

It brings the inside

outside and helps celebrate the stair as a social
space on the exterior.

So we're supportive of

the changes, but we just wanted to bring that
back to the Board as an update and to receive any
comments or questions.
And we have Ben Lavery here from MITIMCo
if you have specific questions about the design.
H THEODORE COHEN:

Okay.

Does anyone have any questions while we
await them?
MARY FLYNN:

Yeah, I just have one.

confused about the stairway.

I'm

Is it outside the

building or inside the building?
SUZANNAH BIGOLIN:

It's inside, but the

metal panel will be sort of designed to kind of
show the profile.
MARY FLYNN:

Stepped down?

All right.
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SUZANNAH BIGOLIN:
MARY FLYNN:

So it's inside.

I just wanted to double

check.
SUZANNAH BIGOLIN:

But I think having it

on the exterior facade, it will be sort of more
clear for everyone that it's there.
LOUIS J. BACCI, JR.:

Any thoughts on

maybe some movable planters for that long metal
wall to try to soften that up a little bit?
SUZANNAH BIGOLIN:

The sidewalk might be

quite narrow there, but that's something that Ben
can respond to.
BEN LAVERY:

I can just comment.

The question was are there planters or
things of that nature?
LOUIS J. BACCI, JR.:

Has anyone thought

to put any planters there or green wall or some
kind of softening of that metal wall?
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BEN LAVERY:

Good question.

There are

seven trees at that elevation if I'm counting
correctly.

Let me make sure that I -- I'm sorry,

eight trees of along that elevation.
LOUIS J. BACCI, JR.:

Are they against

the wall?
BEN LAVERY:

They're between the curb and

the sidewalk, but they're -- in elevation they
will be in close proximity to the wall.
LOUIS J. BACCI, JR.:

So if you look

passed the trees, you'll still have this large
amount of metal wall?
BEN LAVERY:

That is correct.

If we look

at the screen here.
LOUIS J. BACCI, JR.:

And I know there

are some doors that are hidden there from the
utilities and so forth, but it seems like you
could soften that wall with some sort of greening
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or artwork or something?
BEN LAVERY:

It's possible.

There's not

a lot of physical space to work with to
accommodate planters and so on and so forth and
still pass along the sidewalk.

I think we're at

about eight feet from face of building to curb
and there are trees there as well.
HUGH RUSSELL:

This doesn't lead

anywhere, right, except through the -- under the
hotel?
MARY FLYNN:

Right.

BEN LAVERY:

Correct.

This leads to the

corner that brings you to Dock Street at the
Kendall Hotel.
And to be clear and just to reiterate
Suzannah's comments, the grey area is the metal
panel.
stairs.

And you can see the profile of the
It drops to the east and then the red
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area is the glazed area.

And, you know,

furthermore, the request was made by the museum
to try to bring that stair experience out so it
was more visible and more prominent feature as
well as in response to the program beneath the
stair, whereas you can imagine there's a limited
height to work with.

That's there to accommodate

storage and a coat check as well.

Although, part

of the glazed area that you see, the windows that
is within the coat check partially.
H THEODORE COHEN:

Any other questions or

comments?
(No Response.)
H THEODORE COHEN:

All right, so we're

all okay with the revision to the design?
SUZANNAH BIGOLIN:

Great.

H THEODORE COHEN:

Suzannah, thank you.

SUZANNAH BIGOLIN:

Thank you.
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BEN LAVERY:

Thank you, members of the

board.
H THEODORE COHEN:

Okay.

We're now going

to have a presentation, an update on Envision
Cambridge.

Perhaps we could jump ahead to the

Town Gown.
JEFF ROBERTS:

Certainly, Mr. Chair.

So just briefly I sent a message about
this.

So every year for those who are new to the

Board, our educational institutions prepare
what's called a Town Gown report, which is
reviewed by the Planning Board traditionally at
the first meeting in February.

But it's

submitted around the end of the calendar year.
So around this, time early fall, Community
Development sends a questionnaire to each of the
institutions.

They have to provide certain

quantitative information and answer some
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narrative questions.

And we make some small

revisions to it each year based on comments of
the Planning Board members made at the previous
year's presentation report.
So we shared a copy of what the
presentation will be for this year's reports -or what the questionnaire will be for this year's
reports.

And as we have in the past, we gave

Planning Board members an opportunity to make any
comments.

So if board members have any comments,

we can discuss that now or you can send those to
us and we'll finalize the questionnaire.
H THEODORE COHEN:
comments?

Does anyone have any

Corrine?

CORRINE ESPINOZA:

I wanted to ask when

the deadline is to submit any revisions.

I don't

have any, but I'd like to have a chance to review
them, the questioning.
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JEFF ROBERTS:

I think the hope is to

have the final from our, the person who manages
this in our department says that by the end of
this month he was hoping to have the final
questionnaire so we can follow up.
CORRINE ESPINOZA:

Thank you.

H THEODORE COHEN:

Hugh, you had a

comment?
HUGH RUSSELL:

My comment is that I read

through all the questions.

There are a lot of

tough questions which I can't imagine they're
actually going to answer in the detail that the
question might deserve, but it's a very thorough
set of questions.

I'm very happy with them.

H THEODORE COHEN:

Anyone else?

(No Response.)
H THEODORE COHEN:

The only comment I

had, and I agree, I thought they really
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incorporated all of our questions and comments.
There is a reference with regard to
Harvard about an update on the status of
commercial property at Everett Street and Mass.
Ave.

The building looks almost complete to me,

and so unless you particularly were -- unless
staff was particularly interested in the plans
for the commercial space, I don't know that we
need to ask them about that building.

I mean,

I've been the one who has been asking year after
year.
JEFF ROBERTS:

But this is their chance

to finally give an answer.
H THEODORE COHEN:

Then let's leave it

there.
JEFF ROBERTS:

Let's throw them a bone.

H THEODORE COHEN:
answer for so many years.

Since they refused to
Okay, that's fine.
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Anyone else have anything else they would
like to see incorporated into this?
(No Response.)
H THEODORE COHEN:
got our comments.

Okay.

Jeff, you've

And if anybody wants to send

in a comment, please do it as soon as possible so
that they can get this out by the end of the
month.
Okay.

So now we're ready for our

presentation about Envision Cambridge.
MELISSA PETERS:

Hi.

Good evening.

I'm

Melissa Peters, Director of Community Planning
and Project Manager of Envision Cambridge.

We're

welcome to be back to give an update on Envision
Cambridge.
Last time we spoke we discussed the
working group recommendations on our six planning
topics; housing economy, mobility, climate and
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environment, urban form, and community
well-being.

Today we wanted to do two things:

We've been combing through over the 150 working
group recommendations and wanted to focus on the
recommendations that had a large impact on
development in built form, and those ideas that
came out of the working group process that we
heard from the public was to do a 100 percent
affordable housing overlay, a super inclusionary
housing incentive, which would give a density
bonus if you did more affordable units than
required by the inclusionary zoning, and
environmental performance incentive, which would
give a density bonus for NetZero or sustainable
projects.

So John McCartin from Utile will go

through that analysis.

And we're really looking

for questions, comments, concerns.

We've been

going around at public meetings at community
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events, neighborhood and business associations
and gathering feedback.

It's a lot of dense

information but we're hoping that we could have a
good conversation tonight.
I think it would be best if we kind of
have an informal conversation and I would
encourage questions or comments throughout.
seems to be, I think, the most effective.

That
And

also, we wanted to give an update on the urban
form recommendations.

So based on your comments

and others from the community and City Council,
we've updated those.

It includes an additional

section on historic preservation which we heard
from you which was missing and needed to be
augmented.

So that is included.

And many of

the -- well, all of the ideas presented tonight
do have an impact at urban form.

So as we think

about those ideas, how they align with our urban
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form recommendations, that would be great.
So with that I will turn it over to John
McCartin.
H THEODORE COHEN:

And while he's coming,

so, Board Members, rather than waiting for me to
recognize you please just jump in with your
questions and comments as appropriate so that we
just have a sort of discussion of the whole.
JOHN McCARTIN:
having me.

Hi.

So thank you for

I'm John McCartin.

I work for Utile,

the lead consultant on Envision Cambridge.

My

role in the planning process is to do a lot of
quantitative analysis.

So normally I lurk in the

back, but today I get to speak with you.
So we'll just run through some framing
for what we're gonna discuss today, and then jump
into analysis of three policy recommendations
made by the Envision Cambridge working groups
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that Melissa had just mentioned, and then we'll
have a more robust discussion of the urban form
recommendations.
You may have been sent an earlier version
of this presentation or seen it on-line.

It's

taken me quite a bit to get through this
presentation in a reasonable amount of time in
our public meetings so we've abbreviated it
slightly.

If you've got questions, I can

certainly go into things more.

But with that,

we'll dive in.
So, in the almost two years maybe nine
months we've been doing Envision Cambridge, we've
collected I would say maybe four or five hundred
policy recommendations through various engagement
events, including the working group process.
That process paired it down to something like
160.

And tonight we're gonna be focusing on just
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three.

So these are three recommendations that

have a significant impact on zoning and
development, and hence needed a more thorough
development level analysis.

So that's why we're

discussing these specifically.

Again, they're

100 percent affordable housing overlay that would
be citywide.

A super inclusionary housing

program and an environmental performance
incentive.

So these aren't, you know, fully

fledged proposals just yet.

These are just ideas

that came through the process and needed some
more analysis before they advanced, you know,
into recommendations.

So, you know, tonight just

take everything as being provisional and
hypothetical.
So what are we really asking of you
today?

As you can see, that's me from the back

there speaking with the public.

We've been going
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out and hearing from the public.

And we want to

get -- take these ideas to you in a slightly
different mode here.

We're asking, like we asked

the public, what do you think about these ideas?
What do you like?

What do you dislike?

But also

this is where the rubber meets the road in terms
of zoning policy.

What sorts of other

considerations would you bring to bear on these
policies as they move from these hypothetical
ideas into recommendations?

And also we're

talking about these urban form recommendations,
how should the rest of those interact with these
development policies?

So those are kind of open

ended questions but I just want to have you keep
those in the back of your mind as I'm rolling
through this.
Okay, so let's jump into it here.

We'll

start with the 100 percent affordable citywide
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overlay.

So we heard a number of goals around

housing production and affordable housing,
creating equitable communities, and this is one
of the ideas that works towards those goals.
not gonna read through these.

I'm

This is material

you've seen before, but just as context.
So some background on the policy.

As you

certainly know, the city subsidized affordable
housing development already, usually channelling
funds through the trust to non-profit developers
who build 100 percent or nearly 100 percent
affordable projects.

So this is organizations

like, you know, Just-A-Start who build these
small to medium size projects generally.
Affordable here means income restricted; low,
moderate, and middle incomes.
So, yeah, typically the city does two to
three projects per year citywide and that's about
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50 to 60 units.

So this is overlay, first I'll

say right out, this as a policy mechanism alone
would now increase the amount of affordable units
that get put through the city.

Right here it

says that there's about $13.6 million in the
affordable housing trust in city funds.

Unless

that number goes up, it's unlikely that the total
number of affordable units will increase.

But

what this policy would do is expand the viability
of affordable housing to more areas of the city,
where as I'll explain a little more, it's not
always possible to build citywide.

It also

enables affordable housing developers to better
compete with market rate developers, which is
becoming increasingly difficult to do.
So the challenges to building affordable
housing, high land cost, this is no surprise, the
real estate market's crazy.

Developers can bid
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up on land and this makes it difficult for
affordable developers.
The discretionary approvals process can
introduce fundamental risks to projects being
completed.

Also add things like long delays at

significant costs.
Market rate developers, you know, they -if they're patient capital, they can wait through
this and make it work.
Affordable developers, they received
city, state, and federal subsidy, and those
subsidizers usually aren't game to go through a
really long process of it if it's not clear that
there's a good chance that it might happen.

So

it's becoming an issue.
And then there are some areas of the city
where the zoning is so -- the allowable density
is so low that affordable developers can't even
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play there.

So the land costs are so high,

particularly in the Residence A and B Districts
that even if an affordable developer has the
money to pay for, to acquire the land, the number
of units they can build on that land wouldn't
justify that high land cost.

So the affordable

housing overlay seems to address these three
problems; the bidding up from market grade
developers, the fundamental risk introduced by
the general approvals process, and then the
essentially inability to build any affordable
housing in large areas of the city.
Also over time we would expect or we
think that there might be some reduction in cost
as the soft costs go down.

And generally you

might be able to get more bang for your buck in
terms of those subsidies.
So what would the overlay actually do?
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So it would be a density bonus and relief from
dimensional standards.

What we've really looked

at here is particularly that density bonus, the
precise dimensional standards relief would
obviously vary by zoning district and is a more
granular process not fit for this analysis.
There would be as-of-right approvals with
required design review with community input
instead of the typical discretionary permitting
process.

So oftentimes this discretionary

process falls to you.

This would create a

different process that would, you know,
potentially also go through your Board, but would
say, okay, you can build density wise this much
if you followed these general rules, but we're
gonna have design review.
It will allow multi-family and townhouse
developments in all districts.

This is not
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currently allowed in Residential A and B.

This

would say on a use basis those things are allowed
for affordable developments only.
It would allow for the conversion of any
existing structure including existing residential
to affordable multi-family housing.

So, again,

that's the non-profit subsidized housing.
And then, again, this design review
process that we would have to sort of construct
to get together to ensure good design without
creating that fundamental uncertainty.
H THEODORE COHEN:

I have a question

here.
So what you show there makes a lot of
sense, that image, but some of your other images
in the presentation show say a four or five-story
building in the middle of a block with two and
three-story houses.

So I know -- I mean,
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obviously we're not Manhattan, but I think
traditionally Manhattan there's been the idea
that you could have tall buildings on the corners
of the avenues and the streets but that the
street itself was a lower level.

Have there been

discussion about the possibility of doing that,
that limiting the 100 percent affordable to
certain areas within the zoning district rather
than letting it being everywhere in the district?
JOHN McCARTIN:

So we have heard some

feedback in that vain, not precisely that, as
we've taken this to the public, that maybe
there's certain parts of these districts that are
more appropriate than others.

In general our

analysis hasn't looked at it like that, and I
think that would be a more robust discussion
about -- since the idea is to expand -essentially give the trust subsidized non-profits
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as many shots as they, as they have or as they
could have, that would be a more robust
discussion about balancing those urban form -potential urban form issues with just making sure
we're not undermining the policy itself.
H THEODORE COHEN:

Okay.

And then my second question is about the
permitting.

I mean, did you consider something

along the lines of a Comprehensive Permit so
that, you know, one entity would grant the
permit, receive comments from other boards within
the city beyond a sort of accelerated timeline to
grant the permit and, you know, perhaps the
appeal process that could be very limited as it
is today for a Comprehensive Permit?
JOHN McCARTIN:

So we haven't gone into

really detail about what this process would look
like.

As it's been suggested by the working
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group, it would, it would be an as-of-right
process, different than the Comprehensive Permit
process, but that's, again, something that's -we're not at that analysis stage yet.

This would

be more of a, you know, if folks wanted to
proceed, we would get into more detail there.
HUGH RUSSELL:

So I guess I have a couple

of questions or comments:
One is the Comprehensive Permit process
exists.

It's state law.
JOHN McCARTIN:

And is it not working?
So I would, I would pass

that question to Chris Cotter or Melissa Peters
here.
HUGH RUSSELL:

I mean are projects being

turned down by the Zoning Board?

Are there

lawsuits?
CHRISTOPHER COTTER:

Good evening.

Cotter, Housing Director for the city.

Chris

And I can
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answer the questions by the Comprehensive Permit.
Yes, the current process is there, it is working.
It is a similarly discretionary approval similar
to a Planning Board Special Permit.

And we have

seen cases where those approvals have been
appealed.

And when they're appealed, it is the

same process for an appeal of a Special Permit.
And in cases where we have seen those appealed,
we have seen litigation that's lasted three to
four years in some cases.

So while the process

is there and affordable housing developers can
avail themselves of that process to have a one
step approval with the Board of Zoning Appeal,
the appeal is there.

And once the appeal is

filed, it is very similar to any other process
and it can take time.
added costs.

It can result in a lot of

We've seen lost opportunities.

We've seen projects that have lost units.

We
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have seen projects that have lost funding
commitments.

So it really can have an impact.

So the idea that is coming out of the discussions
of the housing market loop has been to try to get
the benefit of the design review and the
discussion without the appealable approval.
HUGH RUSSELL:

So that sort of gives me

-- leads me to my next point.

If you have no

teeth in design review, if you cannot -- if it's
at as-of-right density, all you're doing is
playing with the wallpaper on the outside of the
building.

If the building is out a scale, and I

believe your analysis exhibits that the buildings
would be out of scale with the general
neighborhoods, that, you know, people come to the
Planning Board, we do a design review, we say
well, sorry, what you don't like we can't touch.
And we've had experience with people wanting us
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to go beyond what's in the law now, but we've got
no tools.

We've got no -- so it's -- I would

think that if this came as a written proposal,
you'd probably find this Board opposing it
because we'd be put in an impossible situation.
And, you know, you can't have it both ways.

It

seems to me if it's as-of-right, then it's got to
be at a density that is reasonable and that is
commonly found in the areas.

And what the

proposals that you're giving are basically
calling for buildings that are twice as big as
the other buildings around are twice as tall.
And so they're out of scale, and to me that's a
big problem.
STEVEN COHEN:
reinforce?
point.

If I could -- could I just

I just want to reinforce Hugh's

In fact, we had a case come before us a

few months ago, I believe it was a Comprehensive
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Permit proposal in Porter Square.

And while the

Board unanimously supported the concept and the
goals sought there, I think it was a strong
consensus that the actual design was abysmal.

It

was inappropriate and we were left in a very
problematic situation.

Because we all support

these goals, affordable housing, but on the other
hand, you know, we have other interests that
we're trying to balance.

And my sense and

obviously I'm just hearing these words for the
first time and I don't have an in depth
understanding of this proposal, but my first
impression is that this does not seem to be a
reasonable or appropriate balancing of interests
of the city, that it's a one-dimensional
expression of support for affordable housing and
it seems to be a stepping on many other interests
that neighbors, neighborhoods and the community
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generally may have legitimate concern.

And so I

think for many neighborhoods this would be a
radical proposal that would create concern.

And

I think you may inadvertently create a backlash
to the achievement of these otherwise laudable
concerns.
I think it's easy to make a proposal that
addresses one set of interests much tougher to
find the right balance.
JOHN McCARTIN:
not yet a proposal.

So to be clear, this is

I think we, we can't

underscore this enough.

That this is a series of

analyses based on a recommendation from the
working group.

So with that, I think I will

actually push forward into the analysis just to
give you a clear understanding.
So we ran a series of financial analyses
on recent transactions, just -- so if you're
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gonna make this into a policy, what would it
take?

If you want to give affordable development

an edge over the private market and address the
broader concerns I mentioned earlier, what would
that take?

So the way our analysis broke this

down is we broke the city into two general areas;
there's the areas in blue where as we note at the
bottom there, we're going in corridors and areas
of potential change.

So this is places where

development is more likely to occur over the next
12 years.

So those are the blue areas.

there's the rest of the city.

And then

And, you know,

we're just covering the rest in orange, but we're
particularly talking about the residential
neighborhoods in this case.

So those two areas

would take a different, a different way of
framing this affordable housing question to make
them work.
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So in the blue areas it would be a factor
of 2.5 times over the existing base zoning in
order to make affordable housing competitive with
market rate developers.
In the orange areas it works differently.
It's not a factor over base zoning.

It's instead

just saying base zoning or zoning for that
affordable development would need to be raised to
an FAR of 2.0.

So, again, in the blue areas,

it's 2.5 times whatever the base zoning is.

In

the orange areas it's raise it to 2.O flat across
those areas.
HUGH RUSSELL:

So occasionally in the

past we've looked at zoning proposals in
Residence B districts and when -- one thing we
constantly ask is what's the actual existing
build density?

And in the places where we've

looked at this, my recollection is that there are
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some lots that are below the Res B 0.5.
are some lots, a few that are above 1.0.
might be an occasional 2.0.

There
It

Say like the Vassal

Lane building that you pictured that's in Res B.
But then in general it's between one half and
one.

And so if you're going to 2.0, I think

you're still talking about two and a half times
the present density.
JOHN McCARTIN:
MARY FLYNN:

So -- sorry.

It's just that looking at

the Vassal Lane example, I don't know which came
first, the houses or the apartment building, but
I know they've all been there a very, very long
time.

And I think what makes that building work

in that neighborhood is the fact that it is at
the end of two streets coming together.
have a long, thin building.

So you

It's not blocky.

And it's also part of a very large intersection
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where there's a lot of open space and all of
that.

So that kind of brings me back to Ted's

comment.

And I know you want to get through

this, but it just, it seems as though if we do
want to try to do something citywide, and I
understand the need, and I actually support the
idea of trying to getting into some of the Res A
and Res B districts, but I think it needs to be a
little bit more targeted and I don't know how you
do that.

But, at any rate just a thought.
HUGH RUSSELL:

And so when I've -- two

weeks ago I saw this presentation at the Housing
Committee, and so I've been thinking about this
pretty hard.

And then my friends at the Harvard

Square Neighbors' Association have been having a
dialogue by e-mail and had a meeting on Sunday
night, and which by the way, there was zero
support for these proposals.

No one in the room
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supported them.
So I've been -- so I drove out Huron
Avenue, and I said, you know, okay, here's this
picture of this building on Huron Avenue, and
Huron Avenue's a transportation route, it's a bus
route, there are a couple of different busses
that go out there.

It's logical.

In fact, it's

part of our old, part of our current plan for the
city to target development to transportation.
And so I -- I thought well, now if you
were to have a bunch of three or four-story
apartment buildings, you know, maybe one a block,
that would occur over the next 15 or 20 years,
that would really change Huron Avenue a lot.
Huron Avenue is a very nice street.
JOHN McCARTIN:

A pushback on just the

sheer quantity we're discussing here because, you
know, there are recommendations to increase the
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amount of funding in the affordable housing
trust, but, you know, barring that actually
happening, we're still talking about two to three
projects citywide over the next, you know, eleven
years, twelve years.
HUGH RUSSELL:

So that's 30 to 40

projects.
MELISSA PETERS:
JOHN McCARTIN:

Citywide.
Yeah, citywide.

So what is two -- what does that FAR of
two look like?

Or mid density development in

general in Cambridge recently?
So these are just some examples of
projects that have come up.

I don't know the

precise floor area ratio, but this is sort of the
type of development that we're talking about in
this proposal.
HUGH RUSSELL:

So it used to be that
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Residence C2, which had a floor area ratio of
1.75, it wasn't designed to encourage apartment
buildings.

When people built those apartment

buildings, they tended to be four or five
stories.

So I think showing us a three-story or

a two-story building and saying that's what an
FAR two building is going to look like, isn't
believable.
JOHN McCARTIN:

Well I think -- I mean,

it depends on a lot of things.

FAR is probably

in my opinion at least the worst metric to
develop a city around because it's -- can mean so
many things.

And that's very clear when you, you

know, walk around Cambridge or go on, you know,
the open data and see what the FAR's really are
in the city.
looks like.

It's difficult what an FAR really
Our modelling based on the type of

process we do, our firm does for developers in
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the region, does put three as a possibility for
the -- sorry, it does put two FAR and three
stories as a possibility for the type of
development that the housing department
identified.
NIKOLAS BOWIE:

Can I ask a question and

you can tell me if you're going to get to it
before the end of the presentation?

So, assuming

that we are all on board with increasing density
generally, I mean, it doesn't sound like that's
true, but assuming for the sake of argument that
that's true, what, what sort of design review
would you envision?

So what would be the sorts

of things that you would want the Planning Board
to evaluate in your projects?

And I mean to

return to that like putting teeth in the design
review.

Like, what sorts of projects would you

see the Planning Board sort of prohibiting and
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what sort of project would you see the Planning
Board trying to create?
JOHN McCARTIN:

So this is, this is open

speculation, but I can imagine -- it's come up in
the public about discussions of what do -- what
does the open space on-site look like?
how much is there?

You know,

You know, if the height is

flexible in some implementation, what -- how is
that height being negotiated?

I would imagine, I

would imagine any implemented or sort of actual
proposal would take a more precise line on what
some of those dimensional considerations would be
or maybe even a more precise line on what those
open spaces would have to include, but there's
even things like where's the building fall on the
site in order to minimize impact on trees.
That's something that we've heard actually a lot
as we've taken it to the public.

You know,
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again, none of this has made it into the analysis
but I can imagine those would be those sorts of
things.
NIKOLAS BOWIE:
comment I have.

Yeah.

Okay, so one

So I generally support

increasing density citywide, including next to,
you know, single-family houses, so this
conversation so far doesn't bother me so much.
But one thing that I would like to know is to
what extent creating density as-of-right would
inhibit design review and new proposals?

So for

example, if as-of-right on a particular parcel, a
project were -- was able to just create like, you
know, a big cube and fill out the land and based
on the metrics that the project is entitled to,
even if the Planning Board were to evaluate it
for like open space or where it fits on the lot,
that wouldn't actually have any effect given the
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as-of-right requirements.

And so I would just be

curious to see what the proposal would do to
balance the considerations of on one hand giving
the Planning Board a meaningful role in this
process in terms of making sure these things look
nice, and making sure that the as-of-right
requirements are sufficient so that if the
Planning Board does actually does not like
density, it can't use, you know, as an excuse
open space or some other sort of pretext.
JOHN McCARTIN:

Yeah.

I mean as-of-right

could mean a lot of things depending on where you
are.

And cities in the Boston region don't have

a lot of experience with it in general, but
putting -- I understand the wider concern of
putting teeth into what design review is, and I
think that challenge would be on Jeff potentially
as master of zoning.
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STEVEN COHEN:

If I could save Jeff from

having to respond to that.

I think the question

of design review and design is a central concept
and concern.

And, again, referring back to that

case that came before us in Porter Square,
everything else aside from increasing the density
and the housing goals being proposed by that
project, the design was really problematic for
us.

I mean, and we started getting the question

are we going to have different design standards
for affordable projects?

Are we not going to

hold them to the same sort of standards that we
would apply to a market project?

And it's a

tough issue, because typically the affordable
developer, whether it be private or public, A,
does not have the same sort of budget and funding
that a private developer does.

It doesn't have

the same concern about marketability because
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there's more demand than there is supply for
affordable.

I mean, there are a lot of dynamics

in place that will make it more difficult to come
up with designs and structures that would
ordinarily rise to the sort of standards that we
are trying to achieve in the city.

So I think

it's not just a few dimensional things.

I mean

we deal with lots of dimensional issues, but we
go beyond mere dimensional issues into aesthetic
design, architectural concerns.

And absolutely

one of my greatest concerns would be to have a
regime here when we lose control over these
things.
CORRINE ESPINOZA:

I have a couple of

questions.
This might be a question for Jeff.

When

we talk about affordable housing, who is deciding
if it's deeply affordable, low, middle, moderate?
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I would have different feelings about something
that was deeply affordable versus something that
was moderate.
CHRISTOPHER COTTER:

I can address that.

So the projects that I think we would expect to
see taking advantage of this are all projects
that would be funded through the affordable
housing trust.

Similar to the projects that

you've seen requesting Comprehensive Permits of
the BZA that typically stop here to get a design
review.

And to question design review, I would

expect that the process would be similar to that
that was described for Frost Terrace, where there
was a, you know, a pretty significant change of
the look of the building based on Planning Board
comments, you know, going back through the years.
Looking at a number of Comprehensive Permits that
the BZA has approved, when they've come here for
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comments, those comments are taken pretty
seriously.

So I would expect that speaking on

behalf of the trust, I guess, as their primary
staff person, that the trust would really want to
hear that feedback to ensure that the trust is
funding projects that were seen as resulting in
good outcomes both in terms of the folks that are
housing those buildings but also for the
neighborhoods.
And to the specific question, projects
will vary depending on the type and the structure
of the financing and the amount of subsidy that
might be needed from the city.
range.

So there is a

Each one is really considered case by

case, and that certainly could be something that
we would expect any developer when they're coming
with a project to make clear to the Planning
Board what the intended population is and to look
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a little bit at the demand.

I think the, you

know, other piece of this is we work with a very
small group of affordable housing developers that
are very committed to the city, and so while they
may not have the issues of marketability in terms
of the demand, they certainly have commitments to
the community and that know that they're really
only as good as the buildings that they're
producing, and there are long term folks that are
here for the long term.

So I would hope that

they would realize that when they're coming and
taking advantage of whatever by-right options
they may have through the zoning.

And certainly

the involvement of the trust I think would help
in that regard.
H THEODORE COHEN:

I guess I would

philosophically disagree with the concept that
there could be different standards based upon the
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type of affordability.

I think we've been so

careful, the housing trust has been so careful to
insist that affordable units in other projects
are identical to the rest of the project.

And I

think in this Board or whatever Board is weighing
the differences between, you know, housing versus
impact on neighborhood, it would be wrong to say
well, if it's really deeply affordable, you know,
we could do this, but if it was only moderately
affordable, they couldn't do it.

I think there

has to be, you know, equality all around.

And if

the city adopts something like this, I think it
has to be uniform in its implementation.

But I

do think, you know, there are -- there may be
certain areas in certain sites where this would
work.

And, you know, I like tall buildings.

You

know, maybe it could be six, eight, ten stories
in the appropriate location.

And, you know, I
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can -- you know, I want to see affordable housing
built, but I concur with the others that if you
create a system where design review really has no
say in the matter and no teeth in the matter,
it's, you know, you've just given it up
completely.
MARY FLYNN:

Yeah.

CORRINE ESPINOZA:

I do agree that

keeping design review -- having good design is
important.

And I don't understand enough about

the difference between as-of-right to understand
whether we can trust that past behavior would
indicate, you know, how we would behave under an
as-of-right situation, that we would still see
the housing folks coming with the desire to
implement design.

But as far as when I think

about what the city needs from my perspective, I
am fully behind the idea of a citywide overlay
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even if I imagine that it would be something
startling different in the neighborhood.

I think

that what we know about the housing crisis in
Cambridge means that right now the uncomfortable
aspects are hidden from folks who are in a better
position.
couches.

So you have people sleeping on
You have multiple families squeezed

into a one or two-bedroom apartment, and this
would take that uncomfortablity and put it
outward, people can see it by perhaps putting a
big building where we wouldn't normally expect to
see one or want one, but I'm fine with that
balance of like you, my colleague Steve said
about having that radical, radical adjustment.
I'm fine with that.
My other question is about later comments
and open space.

There was a question that if a

developer couldn't provide open space on the lot,
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that they could donate to an open space fund.
That that was a suggestion that came up at one
point.

Could that, could there ever be a

mechanism where that could go into the affordable
housing trust fund instead of open space fund?

I

just don't know if there are laws around that or
if that's even a possibility.
JOHN McCARTIN:

So, I'm not sure on all

of the specifics of the answer.

For residential

development typically that sort of subsidy into
affordable housing development gets -- that works
through the inclusionary housing law, which we'll
discuss a little more in a bit.

For commercial

development there is I believe a linkage fee, I'm
forgetting the exact number which -- so for
commercial development they also pay into the
trust.

I think mandatorily in Cambridge.

Yeah.

UNIDENTIFIED MEMBER FROM THE AUDIENCE:
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$15 a foot.
JOHN McCARTIN:

$15 a foot.

So I'm going to not to cut off a great
discussion, there is just a horrifying amount
left.
So what is this -- we'll start with what
does this mean for urban form in those corridors
and areas of potential change.
the factor would come into play.

So this is where
We've done the

analysis of sort of what the current allowable
zoning is for these parcels and can see it there
going from yellow to purple and some examples of
what that looks like.
tricky.

Again, FAR is devilishly

So those aren't the only examples of

what those FAR's look like, but there are some,
some examples from around the city.
So this is current zoning.

This is what

you all currently work with right now.

This is
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what that factor does.

So, as you can see, it,

it makes everything darker.

And this is as a --

it follows the same pattern as the existing
zoning because of course this is a factor.

So

you're just replicating the patterns you already
have in your existing zoning but scaling things
up for those two to three projects per year.
In the residential neighborhoods, some of
you have already referenced these drawings, we
did what we call a test fit analysis.

This is

what a developer would come to our firm and ask
us to do.

Given, you know, the set of laws, how

do you make this work with a real building?

So

on the far left you have your existing zoning.
So it's -- this is -- would be for a Residential
B district on a parcel at around 4,000 square
feet, which is a typical size.

So on the far

left you get two stories, max of two units.

You
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can see it.

It is smaller than much of the

existing context.

This is us drawing actual

Cambridge buildings and sort of mixing them up on
a block so it's less identifiable.

This is real

buildings, less context and this is what you can
build now.
In the middle what will it take to make
an affordable housing development work on that
parcel at three stories.
feet I believe.
stories.

So capped out at 35

And on the right you have four

So it's, actually hitting that 2.0 FAR.

The one in the middle gets at around 1.75.
would pencil out numbers wise.

It

And you can see

the tradeoff is really between the setbacks and
potential open space or what have you on the
sides and back and that height.

So the right

imaged caps out at 44 feet.
HUGH RUSSELL:

And also it doesn't have
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parking.
STEVEN COHEN:

Right.

LOUIS J. BACCI, JR.:
STEVEN COHEN:

Or green space.

Or a backyard.

LOUIS J. BACCI, JR.:

And do you have a

scenario that shows someone who captures multiple
lots?
JOHN McCARTIN:

We do not have that,

though we do have a scenario where there's on a
larger lot that would be typical.
LOUIS J. BACCI, JR.:

Because what I see

happening, and maybe I'm wrong at this, but so,
the developer finds someone that will sell one
lot and because they're going to get a much
larger building built beside their single-family
house, it pressures them into selling another
lot.

But that price is going to go up.

This is

going to create an arms race for these lots.

I
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don't see it.

And you're going seriously change

the character of every neighborhood that's here.
JOHN McCARTIN:

So on the pricing point,

these projected FAR is what it would take is
based on affordable developers playing -- paying
the same amount as the current market rate
developer.

So it's the market rate developer not

having access to this law would not -- their
situation wouldn't be changed.
LOUIS J. BACCI, JR.:

I'm not so sure

that private developer goes to court and says we
have to allow them to do exactly what you're
doing here.
JOHN McCARTIN:

That's a fair question

for your legal department.
HUGH RUSSELL:

Right, well, it's sort of

a principle of zoning that you, you -- that
everybody plays by the same rules.

I mean like
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we don't regulate condominiums or rental projects
any differently.

But the advantage of 40B is 40B

allows you to come in and say well, for this goal
you go to a site, let's take Frost Terrace as an
example, where that parcel's been rezoned about
every five years, ever since zoning started and
it's had high densities, it's had low densities.
Currently it had a very low density.

That

project made sense to me because a density
proposed was similar to the density on the
abutting parcels.

In fact, it was probably less

than the condominium that it was built around the
turn of the century long before zoning on one
side.

And it was an anomaly in the zoning.

It

was a planned anomaly by the Agassiz neighborhood
to try to keep the scale of the development on
that site the way it was.
clever.

The design was pretty

It basically said we'll keep the ends
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the same, we'll put the new building in the
middle, so if you look at the end it doesn't look
any different.
Now, I think those -- and then they pick
you up with a really ugly building, but they
didn't change the actual size of the building
much, they just made it attractive and in scale
and with the proper color.

So I guess this is

why I'm thinking Comprehensive Permits really
work to serve the community's needs.

They may

not serve the developer's needs as much as they'd
like to be served, but I think they serve the
community needs.
JOHN McCARTIN:

This analysis shows a

4,000 square foot parcel or thereabouts.

We did

a similar analysis at 6,000 square feet which is
another varied common size for parcels in these
districts.

So you can see the differences there.
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Again, that's existing zoning.

What it

would take at three stories and what it would
take at four stories.
And then lastly, we did one at 11,000
square feet which is sort of another typical size
more for Residential A districts.

This would I

guess be similar to a parcel aggregation
scenario, but this is what one -- on a single
parcel you could build on the far left, that caps
out at one housing unit, and then three stories
and four stories under this affordable
proposed -- or idea.

I think, it came up earlier

but we have a little note on the side.

You had

mentioned the discrepancy between existing built
character and existing zoning.

I don't have the

numbers for A and B off the top of my head, but
there it says that 69 percent of existing
residential or -- sorry, existing buildings and
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residential neighborhoods are not zoning
compliant due to height density or both.

So,

yes.
HUGH RUSSELL:

Virtually 100 percent if

they haven't been built in the last 40 years they
have setbacks.
H THEODORE COHEN:
HUGH RUSSELL:

Setback issues.

Right.

Bob Campbell wrote an article called
"Outlaw Street" about the street -- the Antrim
Street that we live on, and he looked and said
every single structure when he wrote the article,
which was before somebody built a new building,
is only one compliant building on the street.
JOHN McCARTIN:

So how does this idea

relate to the other ideas that we tested?
we'll go into next.

And

It just, again, important to

note that this policy mechanism on its own does
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not increase the number of affordable units
because that level of production is determined by
funding.

The number of city subsidized

affordable units is therefore the same under all
of the policy ideas that we tested.

And, again,

that number is about 50 to 60 affordable units
produced per year unless the funding goes up.
STEVEN COHEN:
question?

Can I interject with a

I'm not sure I understand.

You're

saying you're limited by the public funding, but
I'm just wondering if you're in a Res A district,
highly desirable district and you have a big lot
there which under current zoning you can only
build one house or maybe there's one existing
small house in it, could not a private developer
come in there and under this law, if suddenly
he's going to take a lot which is currently a
developed probably to less than 0.5 and suddenly
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he can increase the density by a factor of five
and I mean, he's entitled to do that under this
proposal, and the numbers may be such that he
could make it work with very modest public
subsidy and then maybe even with tax credits or
with subsidy from some other source other than
the limited municipal resources.
case?

But is that the

We're not limited under this proposal only

to projects that would be subsidized by our own
affordable housing fund.
JOHN McCARTIN:

So not as written, and I

don't know what the legal implications of that
would be.

But it's worth noting this would be a

new development in the housing landscape, because
particularly in the Res A and B districts, the
number of units that even under this proposal you
can build it's so small, that they're not even
eligible for tax credits.

So and I don't, you
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know, work with the state on housing or anything
but I would imagine it's -- they would be small,
too small for most of the subsidies they would
offer to private developers.

Chris might be able

to weigh in more on that.
CHRISTOPHER COTTER:

Yeah, just I guess

affirm what you're saying, you're exactly right.
These projects are typically -- what we're
talking about here are a lot smaller than what we
would expect the state to fund.

And if we're

talking about funding being the limiting factor,
state funds are even more limited just in terms
of the competition and the queue across the state
particularly for tax credits.

So I don't think

that we would expect to see tax credits be
brought into these all affordable developments.
But I think it's a good point.

I don't think we

can limit in the zoning projects to a particular
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type of funding, but I can say that the economics
are such that I don't think it would work for a
private developer.

And, again, we're talking

about land purchases that are in line with what
the market's paying for that.

In fact, looking

at this we had one developer who I think
misunderstood what we were asking them to look at
and thought that we had somehow were suggesting
that this is an incentive to the market to make
it work and kept coming back and saying there's
no way this works, not even close.

So really

it's designed as far as how we fleshed it out to
rely on public subsidy.

And anything, any

affordable housing built in Cambridge really
relies on city subsidy.
STEVEN COHEN:

You know, if I can respond

to that, though, it just seems to me that the
zoning should stand on its own in our assessment
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of the zoning and the likely or possible
consequences of the zoning shouldn't be based on
the current availability of financing because
that can change over time.

I think you have to

evaluate the zoning on the presumption, you know,
that financing would be available to take
advantage of the zoning provisions.

It's a

separate issue but very much related.
CHRISTOPHER COTTER:

And just give a

little context, and appreciate the point and in
some ways if we can design something that would
work in the market to produce more affordable
housing, I think we would certainly want to do
that.

You know, what we have heard consistently

through the Envision process and through the
engagement that we've done, is desire to increase
the number and distribution of affordable housing
across the city.

So if this were possible
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through this mechanism, I think we certainly
would want to look at that.

But how we have

looked at it and given the realities here, it's
not possible in the market at this point.

And so

what we're trying to do is to act on the idea of
giving an incentive, a bonus to the affordable
housing, recognizing that the only subsidy to
rely on to take advantage of it.

And next idea,

a preview of what John's getting to, is that the
idea that came from the working group to try to
find a way to incent the market to produce more
affordable housing, again, recognizing the power
of the market and acknowledging that the greatest
producer of affordable housing in the last 15 to
20 years in the city has been the inclusionary
ordinance.
JOHN McCARTIN:

With that we're gonna

transition from this affordable housing proposal
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which again is about the city subsidized projects
into a discussion of development projections.
And so this is two policies that we look at which
are specifically about market incentives and
changing how the market might operate.
So just a little background here.

The

first proposal because it's limited by funding,
we didn't, we didn't need to test it in the same
way to come up with those quantitative impacts.
This we're talking about private development.

So

we had to do a more complicated thing to figure
out how much it, how much impact it might have.
So we -- what we're doing here is
comparing development projections through 2030
under current zoning and these new policy ideas.
And just to be clear, this is an a FAR-based
analysis.

So any proposal that would be advanced

would have to take a much finer look at the
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dimensional constraints to see what would be
necessary to even unlock the FARs that are being
talked about in this analysis.
Again, these are analyses not
recommendations for proposals that anyone's
advancing at this time.

They don't address all

regulations, and they are not perfect
predictions.

So no one can predict the future,

but this is comparing the scale of existing
zoning to the new policies, making all the same
assumptions.
So where did we run this analysis?
these areas highlighted on the screen.

It's

So in

blue you have Mass. Ave. and Cambridge Street,
two of the commercial corridors in the city.
the pinkish purple, it's areas of potential
change.

So those are places that given their

urban form and recent market activity we can

And
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reasonably expect real estate developers to be
interested in and, therefore, it's not somewhere
where we would need to measure the impacts.

We

wouldn't expect substantial market development in
the areas not shown, at least enough to test in
our analysis here.
So there's also the -- in the orange it's
existing plans and proposals that we also took
into account.

So Alewife, K2 and Volpe, and the

North Point project that's already permitted.
So what are we looking at?

It's housing,

number of units and affordable units, urban form,
the jobs impacts.

Here tonight the auto traffic

impacts, impacts on greenhouse gas, and then
residence and public school students.

These

quantitative things we can actually measure in
this sort of analysis.
So what are the policies that we're going
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into?

First, super inclusionary.

So as you all

know, there's currently an inclusionary zoning
law in the City of Cambridge which says 20
percent of your project has to be affordable, and
to make that work, you have a 30 percent density
bonus on your allowable residential zoning.

So

just looking at the first two bars on this chart
of a hypothetical site, if your base zoning is
one let's say, under the inclusionary housing
policy, you're allowable zoning is 1.3 and that's
mandatory, that's just what happens to every
parcel where there's a development of ten units
or greater.
So, again, first two bars, 100 percent
jumps to 130 percent, that's the mandatory law
today.
A super-inclusionary policy would be a
voluntary, we think tiered bonus.

That's the way
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we've tested it.

So it's a bonus you could as

Mr. Developer go in and choose to take on in
exchange for more affordable housing.

So in this

hypothetical version right here, if -- let's say
you give us 30 percent affordable housing instead
of that mandatory 20, so then maybe your bonus is
70 percent over base.
100 percent bonus.

If you give 35, maybe it's

And if you give 40 percent of

your development, then it's 130 percent bonus.
Now those are numbers that I'm not just
throwing out of the air, that's based on analysis
on what this would take to make it work.

So

inclusionary housing there's no subsidy.

The

market rate units have to cover the affordable
units in order for the developer to be able to do
it.

And because this is a volumetry thing, not

mandatory, you also have to give a very slight
financial edge to this to make some developers
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opt in.

So we'll go into the details of what our

assumptions are for those things.
This is content you've seen before,
community goals around housing that we think this
policy would address, or the working group thinks
this policy would address.
benefits.

And just some other

As was mentioned, inclusionary is the

major driver because the market is so powerful in
Cambridge.

The affordable units it provides are

now the bulk of the affordable units that get
developed.
subsidy.

There's no public money.

Again, no

This is, again, units that get produced

without any public -- direct public subsidy.

And

then it's a city regulated program so there's
more flexibility than a subsidized program that
takes state and federal subsidies and the state
and federal government get to weigh in.
So how's our hypothetical idea
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structured?

As I mentioned before, it's a

voluntary set of trades a developer could make;
30 percent for a 70 percent bump; 35 percent for
100 percent bump; 40 percent affordable for 130
percent bump.

Each density bonus was set to be

minimum amount that allows those market rate
units to cover the affordable units.

So there's

no additional slack in the bonus that we're
giving them.

This is what our analysis says it

would take to make this actually get accepted by
any developer.

But not all would opt in.

So our

real estate consultant had discussions with
developers, and based on those discussions and
our financial analysis, we think that in lower
density areas of the city, it would be something
like a 50/50 split in the adoption rate.

So 50

percent would adopt current zoning, so not do any
super-inclusionary, just do a mandatory
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inclusionary.

And 50 percent would adopt that --

a 30 percent affordable which would get a 70
percent bump.

Because in those lower density

areas rents tend to be lower, it's unlikely that
those top two tiers would even be accessible to
developers, because the market rate units
wouldn't cover the affordable lot that you would
have to produce.

And because of that and how,

you know, let's say some odd developer was able
to make it work, then it would be a very out of
scale building, so we also don't think it's
necessarily a great idea to allow it in those low
density areas.

I won't read the numbers for

medium density and high density, I'll just say it
remains 50 percent adopt current zoning in the
medium density and 25 percent would adopt the
current zoning in the highest density.
show you what those density areas mean.

So I'll
And
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again these are just assumptions.
So in the blue we have areas that would
count as lower density in our analysis.

So

Cambridge Street, North Mass. Ave., Alewife.
That's where tier A would be available.

Tiers A

and B would be available in really it's just that
Porter Square area where it would be supportable.
And in those pinkish-purple areas, that's what
are counting as higher density here where tiers
A, B, and C would be supportable.

When I say

"supportable," I just mean the market rates would
support the affordable.
So what would this policy actually bring
in terms of the number of units?

So, again, not

predictions, but under current zoning right now
we estimate 10,600 units by 2030 would be
produced in the city.

That's including the

current pipeline, plans and proposals, and then
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development in those corridors in areas of
potential change.

2500 of which would be

affordable units, and that's including the city
subsidized units.

So since it's about 600 city

subsidized units, inclusionary on its own gives
you about 1900 affordable units.
Super-inclusionary would raise the total
number of units to an estimated 12,300 with a
bump in both market rate and affordable.
affordable bump is 900 units.

The

Again, not

predictions, but all things being equal, that's
the scaled difference you would see.
So that's housing which of course being a
housing related to policy, that's one of the key
metrics, but we also have calculated some others.
So residents, it's an increase of about 4,000
residents between current zoning and
super-inclusionary.

And for public school
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students it's net new 780 under current zoning
and 930 in super-inclusionary.
So, I won't go into the methodology for
these, but it's based on the number of housing
units that are being measured here.
HUGH RUSSELL:

So did you actually look

at hard versus soft sites?
JOHN McCARTIN:
HUGH RUSSELL:

Yes.
Because your map, for

example, along Cambridge Street shows the, you
know, nice, big blue triangle for the Cambridge
City Hospital, a big blue rectangle for Youville
Hospital, a smaller blue rectangle for Harvard
Vanguard Medical Associates.
JOHN HAWKINSON:

Could you go back a

slide?
JOHN McCARTIN:

So, yeah, there was a

soft side analysis that we engaged in.

It
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basically asked what's on the existing parcel
today?

What's allowable under zoning?

Either

the current zoning or this hypothetical
super-inclusionary.

If that difference is large

enough, then it would become soft and that
creates the -- that's the -- your total pool of
potential soft sites, understanding that not
every soft site in the city gets developed
especially not over an eleven year time frame.
That gets discounted with a build-out rate.
HUGH RUSSELL:
JOHN McCARTIN:

Right.
Per aerial analysis --

(Inaudible).
HUGH RUSSELL:

So if you look up in the

Alewife area, you show the Alewife Triangle.
we've permitted 2,000 units of housing, and I
would dare say none of those sites are soft.
There's one soft site which Gerald Chan knows,

And
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and so -JOHN McCARTIN:

Yeah, so anything that's

been permitted is counted as a pipeline number
and is off the table for our soft site analysis.
HUGH RUSSELL:
JOHN McCARTIN:

Right.
So obviously a lots in

the pipeline -HUGH RUSSELL:

Well, most of it is

essentially built or under construction.

And a

lot of it's occupied.
JOHN McCARTIN:

But even citywide, I want

to clarify, any pipeline project off the -HUGH RUSSELL:

I mean, these maps are

really very odd because they don't actually
represent opportunity.

They say well, we're

going to put a regulation there and that -- and
okay, some of those sites might get developed.
But for --
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JOHN McCARTIN:
HUGH RUSSELL:

Precisely.
But most of them won't.

I

mean, I -- there are some really strange things
when you get down into Harvard Square, you
know -- you know, the Adams House.
Adams House is not a soft site.
that even should be colored.

I would say

It's not one

The university as

it -JOHN McCARTIN:
sites on the map.

Again, these aren't soft

This is a map of how a

hypothetical regulation could be applied.

Like

your current zoning, which, you know, there is an
allowable density for the Adams House.

No one

thinks that's going to be redeveloped.

But we

ran the analysis as if it were zoning.

Now, some

-- there are some also date and density
restrictions in the model, so if it's, you know,
of a certain era, you know -- and this is, this
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is to make a more reasonable model because, you
know, some of the older buildings are such a
quality that developers would not -- even the
most creative real estate developer might not be
interested in redeveloping as a new build.
UNIDENTIFIED MEMBER FROM THE AUDIENCE:
John, you want to explain there was a formula you
ran for the numbers.
HUGH RUSSELL:

Because I guess my point

is, these maps are really misleading.
JOHN McCARTIN:

Well, I don't think

anyone in the Cambridge Legal Department would
have loved to see a map of hypothetical soft
sites up on the screen.
HUGH RUSSELL:

I understand that's a

problem.
JOHN McCARTIN:

And it's also a problem

just methodologically, too, because we're
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doing -- we're making estimates, but we don't
want to -- we don't want to say that at any given
parcel is going to be redeveloped.

Even our

most, our -- even if you said there was no
build-out rate, you know, and at 100 percent of
things that we think would light up, you know,
being conservative estimators of the numbers, we
don't want to overstep what we're saying here.
UNIDENTIFIED MEMBERS FROM THE AUDIENCE:
You should explain there was an equation that was
run to figure out the numbers.
JOHN McCARTIN:

Yeah, there's a whole

series of logical steps of like, if -- if it's
FAR -- or well, it's gross floor area below this
and allowable gross floor area above, above that,
you know, and the difference is large enough and
the ratio between the difference is large enough.
We spent actually nearly a year with CDD
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calibrating this model; what's around 30,000
lines of code?

I would be happy to talk about it

with anyone if anyone wants to listen but
probably not the best use of this time.
HUGH RUSSELL:

Okay, but if you're asking

us to react to something that looks like it might
be a proposal and we're trying to imagine what
that proposal is, you know, it's -- and what the
impact of this proposal is particularly in terms
of built form -JOHN McCARTIN:

Well, so we're going to

get to built form discussion in a moment.
HUGH RUSSELL:
JOHN McCARTIN:
HUGH RUSSELL:

Right.
I'd be happy to talk -I would try to sort of

point out to you the things that about your built
form principles that are violated by the things
that you're showing us here.
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JOHN McCARTIN:

So I would be happy to

talk methodology at any time over coffee or beer.
And also specific methodological questions -- I
do want to make sure we get to all of the output
content, just so that you have an understanding
of the scale we're talking about maybe before we
jump into the nuances in the model.
So jobs.

In both existing zoning and

super-inclusionary are net now jobs.
in our model, fewer net new jobs.

There are,

Under

super-inclusionary, because you're giving that
slight edge over current conditions to
residential and then also because more parcels
would become soft under this hypothetical idea,
you would see a shift towards residential in our
model.
Greenhouse gas emissions, again, because
there's that shift towards residential and also
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the demolition of some of the older buildings you
would see, a slight interest in greenhouse gas
emissions under super-inclusionary.
And then urban forms, this is where you
can certainly have thoughts to bring to bear on
this.

So in those -- we have three drawings

here; low, medium, and high.

Those don't match

up exactly to the low, medium, and high districts
that we showed because there are differences in
base zoning and this is a factor delivered under
base zoning.

So we've chosen, you know, quasi

real site on the corridors and then quasi real
site on the areas of potential change in which to
model the urban form impacts.

So low density

here we're talking North Mass. Ave., the sort of
part of lower Mass. Ave. closer to Porter, as
well as Cambridge Street where the base densities
is relatively low, that's where you get a
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relatively low super-inclusionary.
In Porter and also the space between
Inman and Hancock on Mass Ave. and then lower
Mass. Ave. you would see this medium density.
And this is looking at what FAR's are produced
under this policy and then modelling what those
FARs look like in that corridor development.
then this higher density development.

And

There's

actually a fair amount of variation here, but
this is more of a Harvard version so that's what
a high density building under super-inclusionary
would look like.
And the areas of potential change.

So

this is the type of site we're talking about when
we're talking about soft sites in these areas.
So the areas are often at seams between existing
residential neighborhoods, like traditional
neighborhood fabric, and then, you know, either
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industrial or formerly industrial areas.

There's

a lot of these parking lots that you've come into
contact with that get redeveloped or parking
lots, small industrial buildings, that's the sort
of site we're talking about when we talk about
areas of potential change.
In a low to medium density, this would be
your Star Markets, the areas abutting that Union
Square edge north of Cambridge Street, and then
the borderlands between Cambridgeport and MIT
closer to the Cambridgeport side where the
allowable densities are lower.
And then this is sort of what a
medium/high would be.

So that's the area between

the East Cambridge traditional residential fabric
and the, you know, the recent Kendall Square
developments where there's a number of parking
lots and like small commercial buildings, that's
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what we're talking about there.

And then

Cambridgeport, Riverside, the area between
Cambridgeport and MIT, closer to MIT.

So, again,

it's very -- it's a little bit confusing to me
just because the base zoning is so complex where
these, with land but this is our sort of test fit
on the floor area ratios that come out of the
super-inclusionary.

Again, this is the maximum.

So anywhere where there's a tier, we're just
modeling the maximum, because, you know, that's
the extreme case.
So we'll pause here to collect thoughts.
H THEODORE COHEN:

Coming up with your

maps have you considered -- I mean, how did you
determine what is low, medium, and high density?
And have you considered well, maybe some areas
that are low density now ought to just be changed
and ought to become medium or high density?

You
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know, for example, upper Mass. Ave., wide street,
you know, so you're listing it as low density,
but what if you just build six-story buildings
the entire length from Harvard to Porter?
JOHN McCARTIN:

So because the idea on

the table is a factor above -- or that gets a
layer on top of existing zoning, it's dependent
on that existing zoning.

So similar to the 2.5

factor and 100 percent affordable, this sort of
mimics the existing zoning, but because it's a
factor -H THEODORE COHEN:

I guess what I'm

asking is in this whole process have you
considered just changing the zoning of some areas
to allow higher density?
MELISSA PETERS:

So yes, Ted, we

definitely have heard that comment from many
members of the public that particularly this idea
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adds density to where it's already dense just
because of the fact that it's based on a factor
of base zoning.

And certainly, you know, there

are people who would like us to look at -observing the base zoning in areas to make it
more consistent.

And whether or not we would

then apply or not, that would be up for debate.
But certainly we've heard that concern.
HUGH RUSSELL:

The advantage of this

scheme is it generates more affordable units on
the same piece of land.

And so I mean I think

you're looking at mechanisms that and how
developers and other people would behave, so if
you, if you raise -- if you only allow
super-affordable projects to get the bonus, then
the super-affordable people aren't competing
against people who aren't doing that job.

So

that's one of the interesting features of this
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proposal.

I mean --

H THEODORE COHEN:
them as mutually exclusive.

I guess I'm not seeing
That if you, as a

different element of redoing zoning you would
upzoned certain areas and then either apply this
or not apply this depending on how it's applied
throughout the city.

It was just a, you know, a

different concept.
HUGH RUSSELL:

I mean, that was done in

the 1960s and then in the 70s, 80s, and 90s.
Neighborhood associations went through and
engaged in down zonings to bring all that back.
And the process of that, in that process the
character of a street like Harvard Street got
changed and sort of permanently as the developers
got there ahead of the public, including a member
of the Planning Board at the time was working on
one of those developments.

And I look at that
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and say is that what I want, you know, these
areas to look like?
CATHERINE PRESTON CONNOLLY:

I guess from

my perspective one of the things that Envision
Cambridge has been trying to grapple with that
they're now asking us to think about is, you
know, we have consistently said, I think this
Board and we've heard from their project, that
affordable housing is this crisis, that it's
important to the city.

And what I'm seeing here

is that addressing that problem in a meaningful
way will necessarily change the character of at
least some areas of the city and we are being
asked to say, you know, to think about if that's
okay.
HUGH RUSSELL:

Exactly.

CATHERINE PRESTON CONNOLLY:

And I

personally think the affordable housing crisis is
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important enough that with the right controls and
design review and those kinds of things, we
should be okay with the idea of an evolution of
character of areas of the city.

But, you know,

reasonable people can differ on that.

But I

think that it's good to show the extreme case
here because it is changing the character of
these areas.
would be.

That is what the effect of this

And that -- yeah, I think that's what

it's going to take to make a meaningful
difference here.

So I appreciate you having

used, you know, frankly not attractive, very high
end of the extreme, because it's making the
point.

And, you know, not everyone's going to be

okay with the idea that their neighborhood -character of their neighborhood might change.
But, you know, I tend to think that there are,
there are at least some places in the city where
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it's okay if the neighborhood -- the character
changes, because we really do need to densify in
order to get more affordable housing units.
HUGH RUSSELL:

So I guess I would --

there had been three or four affordable projects
built on Broadway between Kendall Square and
Prospect Street and they all are somewhat beyond
the permitted zoning.

They all, in my opinion,

are handsome additions to the street.

They

probably all require Comprehensive Permits.

So,

you know, I think with the right process, you
know, then we can do it, but I'm not sure this is
the right process.
CATHERINE PRESTON CONNOLLY:
with you, Hugh.

And I agree

I'm not saying that as-of-right

is necessarily the right process, but I do think
the visuals and the idea of densification and the
idea that there's some evolution of character
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throughout the city is going to be necessary to
achieve these goals is important.

How we achieve

that and what kind of design controls, I agree,
are crucial to the acceptance of that evolution
of character within the city.

But I think we

are, you know, we do need to understand that to
achieve affordable housing goals, the character
is going to change.

It may change slowly.

It

may change with appropriate design controls,
maybe discretionary permits, but it is going to
change.
MELISSA PETERS:

If I may, Mr. Chair, I

just wanted to clarify that the
super-inclusionary idea would not be an
as-of-right approval.

This would still go

through Special Permit and Planning Board review.
So it would be the same as you currently see just
additional density if you did the affordable.
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The only -- the overlay was the only one that
would propose an as-of-right.
CATHERINE PRESTON CONNOLLY:

Thanks for

clarifying that.
MELISSA PETERS:
STEVEN COHEN:
outlier on this issue.

Sure.
I guess I'm always an
I was an outlier when we

were talking about how much inclusionary zoning
to have a couple years and, and I was the only
voice on the Board to advocate the higher
percentage in inclusionary zoning.

And staff

told me no, you're pushing too fast, too hard.
There are political issues and so forth.
felt that we should have more units.

And I

And

eventually I mean in fact that happened and we
have a greater inclusionary zoning.
I have to -- I at least raise for
discussion the operating premise, you know, that
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we have a housing crisis -- an affordable housing
crisis, and I guess I have to ask, you know, how
that's defined?

Does it mean that more and more

low income people would like to live in Cambridge
right now and then they can.

Well, I think that

will probably always be the case until the end of
time.

By most measures, actually by all

measures, we already have a significant
percentage of housing units devoted to affordable
housing.

Do we have a percentage in mind that

we're trying to achieve?

I think what the

program that we have now, we have created
thousands of units in the last few years and I
believe that we will continue to be creating
hundreds and thousands of -- hundreds of
thousands.

Hundreds and thousands of units in

the years to come.
I have to mention once again the issue
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that I keep raising every time this subject
arises, and that is that I think that we have a
very substantial proportion of our housing stock
devoted to low income housing and the rest of our
housing stock is devoted by the market to high
income and I see the greatest need in this
community is housing for middle income people.
I, you know, I think we are creating, we have
created that perennial donut type where there are
housing opportunities for high end and low end,
but not for, you know, middle class families.

I

don't hear anything in this discussion that
addresses that.

And certainly I participated in

the working group that addressed these housing
issues.

And I don't know exactly who that

working group represented and how it
representative they were, but there was little
support for the notion of providing for middle
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income housing.

It was largely shouted down by

the low income housing advocates.

And I also

think that you guys are taking a sort of
monolithic approach.

A single issue approach.

You know, how do you create low income housing,
period?

You know, without seeking to balance

other legitimate interests in the city.

Now, if

you were nothing but low income housing advocates
or low income housing developers, I would expect
that of you.
your mission.

That's your job.

I mean, that's

But, you know, you're

representatives of the city.

I feel that you

should be more sensitive, you know, to other
interests in the city and that you should be
making greater effort to balance the various
interests in the city.

You shouldn't be, you

know, single issue, single interest advocates.
So, you know, everybody on this Board
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supports the notion the idea of providing
affordable housing.

I think, and I don't know if

there's anonymity for providing more info on
middle income, but I, I just don't hear much here
that is realistic, practical, fair, balancing of
interest.

It just sounds like the presentation

of ideological advocates who have their single
issue and aren't seeking to balance it against
other interests.

So I -- so I have some issues.

LOUIS J. BACCI, JR.:
quick question.
blue areas.

I'd also like a

I actually live in one of the

I'm curious why the orange areas

don't have to participate in helping to include
more housing in the city?
JOHN McCARTIN:

So to clarify, the orange

areas of Alewife and -- I want to get this right.
But some of the orange areas do.

I believe North

Point is the one that does not because it's
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already permitted.
MELISSA PETERS:

I think he's referring

to the residential neighborhoods.
LOUIS J. BACCI, JR.:

Correct.

Which is

about 85 percent of the city.
MELISSA PETERS:

That's correct.

think that's a fair point.

And I

And, again, I just

want to emphasize that these aren't city
recommendations.

These are ideas that came out

of the working group process, and we wanted to
understand what the impact would be at these
various levels.

And certainly with public

feedback we'll -- we'll come back with a
recommendation that may say it should be citywide
or it should be limited to certain areas or we
should cap the height at X.

Or maybe we only

allow the 30 percent of affordable housing
increase so that the density is limited.

So
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that's the type of feedback that we're looking
for.

I think it's important to be honest with

what the impact would be based on the idea on its
surface, so -- but certainly I think it's a great
point.
LOUIS J. BACCI, JR.:

Because I see two

things here:
One thing I see is I guess my property
value's going to go up because I'm in a very
special district that would be allowed to do
this.
The other part of it is that all those
blue areas are going to be up at City Hall or
wherever protesting that they're the ones that
have to carry the whole weight for the whole city
and this is going to be a nightmare.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:
hidden behind the thing.

Yeah, sorry, I'm

The 100 percent
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inclusionary is citywide.

So that was the, that

was the strategy that was meant to kind of share
the burden of affordable housing across the city.
And the super-inclusionary with the tiers was
targeted in the kind of growth areas that we've
been outlining at a couple of points in this
process with you.

And I think the other point is

that the tiers that we're talking about, both the
FAR tiers for the 100 percent inclusionary and
the super-inclusionary with the tiers, those FAR
are density tiers are really driven by a market
analysis to say how much additional density would
be required to make it a level playing field
between, you know, either cross-subsidy with a
super-inclusionary or the CDCs with the 100
percent affordable.

So we can mess with it some,

but we can't tamp it down because the market
won't make sense and nobody will elect to do
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either one.

Where there has been a lot of

thought is to get the economics to make it an
even playing field.

So if you only get X amount

of additional density to go to 30 percent and it
doesn't pencil out, then nobody will do it.

So

that was a lot of work to do with HR and AR, our
economic development consultant to understand
what the thresholds would be for density for both
programs to get the market in both cases; the CDC
market or the market rate market to respond to
these policies, a kind of blur to the market to
behave differently than it does now.

So I just

wanted to make that clear.
LOUIS J. BACCI, JR.:

In everything I see

it shows that the rest of the city is not
carrying any of the weight.

So I suggest we make

some better drawings or more informational
drawings, because from what I see 85 percent of
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the city has nothing to do with this.

So that's

going to cause so much trouble.
HUGH RUSSELL:

There are other strategies

and, again, I recommend you look at the Harvard
Square Neighborhood Association paper.
pulled up some other ideas.

And they

But at their meeting

there is a Daniel Bluestone, not to be confused
with Barry Bluestone.

He's a preservationist

professor at Boston University and he has a very
detailed knowledge of development and certain
kinds of development in the City of Boston.

And

he -- his notion was that -- he said, for
example, there's a three point -- three plus one
strategy.

You put into operation the right to

convert a three-family house into a four-family
house without putting an addition on it.

You can

just create -- and most three-family houses
basically have basements.

And now when people
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build such houses they're building they use the
basements for someone.

In fact, my next-door

neighbor probably has an illegal basement
apartment that she rents out to quite affordably.
And so there are ways to generating affordable
housing in the present housing stock that
doesn't -- it's not a developer driven thing.
It's simply a homeowner kind much driven thing,
that if you're a homeowner you have some more
options, you can get some more information and
you can do something.

Now regulating that, I'm

sure it provides unknown challenges, but the sort
of notion that Susan Pleyae (phonetic) put
forward is you want to do this.

And you create

the unit and then you go to somebody who's got a
list of people who are looking for affordable
housing.

And you say, okay, I've got an

affordable housing unit.

Is there some way that
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I can let the people who need it know about it?
H THEODORE COHEN:

Well, rent control

provided a lot of affordable housing.
HUGH RUSSELL:

Right.

The consequences

of rent control was there was no market rate
housing built for 30 years in the city, because
everybody -- any bank who was going to finance it
said, well, what happens if rent control gets
extended to your building?

It will take the

majority of the City Council to complete this.
H THEODORE COHEN:

Right.

But then we

did have a middle class in the city, which has
disappeared since rent control was eliminated.
HUGH RUSSELL:

Right.

I mean that's the

point I was figuring Steve was talking about, you
know, well, all we're going to have is upper and
lower class.

Well, that's sort of what the

national economic policy is.

Get rid of the
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middle class.

But unfortunately with that we

would then need like 80 percent affordable units
because there would be only a relatively small
number of people, very rich people.

And if you

were a sort of saying oh, my goal is say to have
the reasonable housing rentals somehow mirror the
available jobs in the city so that if, you know,
if they're, you know, only 15 percent of the jobs
in the city were at 80 percent medium, then we
would be doing fine.

My guess is more than 15

percent of the jobs in the city is that the
people we face everyday across counters -- and,
you know, so we're -- if that were the standard,
we'd then have a way of thinking about it.
we need so much middle income housing.
so much lower income housing.

We need

And the rich folks

can take care of themselves.
JOHN McCARTIN:

Well,

So I want to --
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H THEODORE COHEN:

Excuse me.

That was

sort of the argument when Steve was arguing for,
and several of us were arguing for subsidized
middle income housing.

It was well, those people

can take care of themselves which means move out
of Cambridge and at that point move out of
Somerville and move out of Medford.
HUGH RUSSELL:

And that's been the

experience with the middle income units is that
because the people of no income have choices.
They may not be able to live, you know, in my
neighborhood or your neighborhood, but there are
some places in the city and there's some places
that are only 25 or 30 miles away that they can
buy a house.
STEVEN COHEN:

It always seems somewhat

ironic and uncomfortable that, for instance, our
civil servants, our teachers and our cops and our
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firemen for the most part can't afford to live in
Cambridge any longer unless they're fortunate
enough to have been here for the last 100 years.
I think it's tragic that we don't have housing
for middle, a good solid middle class people.
And they don't have advocates out there.

I mean

we have really strong vocal advocates for low
income, but there are no advocates for the middle
income other than potentially us.
HUGH RUSSELL:

We also have to be able to

get through the -- (Inaudible).
MELISSA PETERS:

For you, Mr. Chair.

just wanted to make one point.

I

I think Chris has

one as well, and then I think we'll transition to
our last hopefully very brief few slides on the
environmental performance incentive.
H THEODORE COHEN:
MELISSA PETERS:

Okay.
But I just wanted to
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emphasize that there are over 150 working group
recommendations.

And, you know, several of those

are related to housing and many of those include
addressing middle income and they include ADUs
and other ways to, you know, address the
affordability crisis.

So I don't want, you know,

to leave tonight with people thinking that these
were the only ideas that came out of that
process.

And so, you know, these are not silver

bullets.

These are not the only ideas that came

forward.

And certainly to be a package of ideas

that would, you know, work together hopefully to
help address the affordability crisis.
Did you have a comment?
CHRISTOPHER COTTER:

Yeah, I guess just

to comment a little bit on the discussion of the
middle income housing.

I know we shared our

experience with you all in terms of units that
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the city administers and the demand that we see
for rental or home ownership.

Certainly have

talked about the changes in the socioeconomic
profile of the city over time that we look at.
And, you know, really that we are seeing the
hollowing out in the really in the moderate and
the middle.

When we look at it, we see declines

in the portion of the community that's in the 50
to 80 percent of median range and also the 80 to
100.

You know, over 100, over 120 certainly,

that's what we see with the increase.

But I

think it's kind of result of the market and more
demand that's supply and folks that want to be
here.

And you see now folks who weren't facing

housing pressure 15 or 20 years ago are now.

And

to some extent is what we do today is going to
determine how high that pressure goes.

Does it

get to people at 100 percent median or even
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higher based upon the number of people that want
to be here or working here and the incomes that
generate those jobs.
One thing I think to make is the idea
with the overlay and the all affordable is that
one of the things that we have talked with these
folks about is that we want to be very open as to
what the income range would be and had envisioned
that it would include serving an income level
that would be in the middle income range.
Certainly a 100 or 120 percent to try to create
those opportunities where we think smaller
projects in those areas might work well in that
way.

But I think the question we're looking for

feedback on is, you know, how should we define
that when we talk about all affordable if we were
to do something like this.

So certainly the

comments about the needs for middle income
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housing are I think speak to that and appreciate
that.
LOUIS J. BACCI, JR.:
thing?

Can I ask you one

We're always talking about the

affordable, 120 percent, 100 percent, 85 percent
and so forth.

We never use dollars.

And most

people don't understand what you're talking
about.
CHRISTOPHER COTTER:

Sure.

So a family

of four family of the 100 percent median is about
107,000 right now.
of that.

So we talk about 80 percent

It's about 85,000 for a family of four.

A single person at 80 percent is about 60,000.
So it's a good comment.

I think it's a challenge

because we'd rather use numbers and we speak with
numbers, they're not always -- they change as you
look at different household sizes, so it's -LOUIS J. BACCI, JR.:

I ask these
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questions all the time.
about?

What are they talking

How much money do those people make?

they making $180,000?

Are

Are they making $70,000?

No one is going to look up the median income.
You need to clarify some of this.
CHRISTOPHER COTTER:

I wish there was an

easier way we could talk about it and say round
numbers 75 to 100,000.

The challenge when we do

that, those numbers do change by household size.
But generally speaking, you know, we're talking
60,000 for a single person and say 80,000 is the
limit for a family of four.

And as we get into

the middle income, you know, a family at 120
percent of a family of four could be 120 or
125,000 dollars a year.
LOUIS J. BACCI, JR.:

Right, and when

people hear this and then they hear that we've
had a hard time qualifying people for some of our
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inclusionary units, they don't understand why
they had a problem clarifying.

So the real

numbers need to be in dollars, they really do.
The public does not know what anyone is talking
about when they say you have 100 inclusionary
units to work through and you can't get people in
all of them.

And then they find out that there

are -- they go to Section 8 and so forth because
there isn't anyone that can qualify.

And then

they get disappointed.
CHRISTOPHER COTTER:
clarify there.

Sure.

I guess to

We have had less demand for the

middle income rental units that we would consider
inclusionary.

And those are the, you know, not

the low mod, the under 80,000, under 60,000.
Those units we have a very long list for and have
no trouble filling them.

The challenge there is

we're oversubscribed in terms of the demand for
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those units.
JOHN McCARTIN:

So if you'll permit me,

I'm going to run through the last chunk of the
presentation all in one.

It's our environmental

performance incentive and then what happens if
both this environmental performance idea and
super-inclusionary gets adopted.

So everything

kind of like runs together pretty smoothly, and I
think it will just go easier if we just collect
comments afterwards.
So the city has a NetZero action plan
that has a target date for mandatory NetZero new
construction that varies by use.
that down a little bit.
greenhouse gas emissions.

So let me break

NetZero meaning NetZero
Use being, you know,

small residential multi-family commercial,
etcetera.

And the dates for the uses we're

talking about in our analysis, those larger uses
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are multi-family, commercial, institutional.
Those all hit in 2025.

So the NetZero action

plan says that after 2025 all new construction in
those uses should not produce greenhouse gas
emissions whether through offsets or actual
on-site infrastructure.
So, laboratory uses, which are the most
difficult to take to NetZero, they have a target
mandatory date of 2030.
So, that's sort of the background.
environmental performance.

This

I, you know, and the

environmental performance mandates in the city,
but what would an incentive do?

So this would be

a bonus like super-inclusionary that would sit on
top of existing base zoning.

And until the

mandate hits, it would be for NetZero
construction.

So if you develop your

multi-family building NetZero before 2025, then
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you get a bonus of X.
it's a bonus of Y.

If it's commercial, then

After the mandates we think

this will transition to being a bonus for net
positive construction.

So if you're producing

more Green Energy or potentially other things as
the case may be, so district energy or resiliency
measures note, probably would be worked out after
these target dates on, you know, a case-by-case
basis or something like that.

This analysis was

really focussed on getting that NetZero new
construction earlier than those mandate dates.
So it advances a number of Envision
Cambridge goals that were identified in the
process.
How are we thinking about that?
again, those blue areas.

So,

It would have

developments adopt NetZero earlier and they would
get a bonus.

And we'd -- because these are the
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areas that are most likely to see change, that's
where we we're studying it then also that's where
we're -- this hypothetical idea has it being
inactive.
So we ran a similar real estate analysis
to ask what would it take get developers to adopt
this?

For residential it's a bonus of 10 percent

over existing zoning.
percent.

And for commercial a 15

Commercial including sort of all

nonresidential.

So that's institutional,

etcetera.
The adoption rates would be -- we would
estimate around 70 percent for residential
construction.
area again.

And for commercial it varies by
So areas of higher density where you

typically see more lab construction.

Because

there's so much lab, there would be a we think a
lower adoption rate, because again it's much
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harder to get to NetZero if you're a lab
developer.

And then in those lower density

areas, we think the adoption would be higher.
I'll show you the map.
before.

It's the same areas as

Porter Square is included as a lower

density in this case.
So the impacts on housing are not very
large.

It's a ten percent bump.

The adoption

rates, middle rate by 2030, this will not produce
many more housing units than current zoning.

The

effects of that means that there's a relatively
small bump in residents in public school students
between current zoning and under this incentive.
Employment, again, very similar.

The key

difference is in greenhouse gas emissions as you
might imagine.

So it's a significant drop.

And

this shows net new emissions from development.
So urban form impacts.

I'm not gonna
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show you the drawings again.
would be for existing zoning.

Or well, so this
We think it would

be sort of up to you and the developer to
negotiate what that extra 10 percent or extra 15
percent would look like on-site, but we think
that could be achieved without changing impacts
at the street level.

So it's -- we're not gonna

show you how we would model existing zoning, but
we would -- in drawing form, but we think it
would be about the same when compared to existing
zoning.
Where dimensional constraints already
limit the allowed floor area ratio, because we
know that that happens and, you know, your height
doesn't allow you to get your full floor area
ratio.

In those areas dimensional constraints

would obviously have to be changed in order to
make this incentive a viable thing.

So we
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haven't modeled quite what that would look like
and it would -- because it would be on a zoning
district by zoning district basis whether that
really came into play.
And now I'm gonna show you the two
layered together.
So this is if you had both the
super-inclusionary and environmental performance
incentive.

Each one would be a bonus on top of

the existing zoning but you would then add
together.

We think the adoption rates would be,

would not be affected by having both of them.
You know, it's still the same 70 percent of
residential development would go for the
environment performance incentive and then, you
know, depending on the tier they would adopt it
in various ways.

But this is for housing units.

The both looks very similar to just having the
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super-inclusionary.

Again, we're just adding

environmental performance to the
super-inclusionary here.

So because

environmental performance has a small impact on
housing, we're seeing a similarly small impact
above super-inclusionary.
Residents and public school students,
again, looks very similar to super-inclusionary.
Employment looks similar to
super-inclusionary.
And for greenhouse gas emissions you
would see an estimated net new greenhouse gas
emissions just below what environmental
performance has.
The urban form impacts, because the bonus
is relatively small compared to the
super-inclusionary bonuses, we would expect that
the urban form outcomes would be like
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super-inclusionary.
drawings again.

So I won't show you those

We can have a robust discussion

based on those.
And lastly we haven't discussed mobility
at all.

We've done, we've modeled something

called critical sums which is a tool that the
city uses in these development projections and
when they're looking at large proposals.

It

basically asks if you have so many people making
left turns at a given intersection, that the,
that there's a backup of a certain amount, then
the intersection will fail.

And there's a

threshold of 1500 cars per hour.

So if you look

at the different critical sums measurements at
these seven locations, you can see that all of
the seven locations but one fall under that 1500
vehicles.

Meaning if any of these policy ideas

enacted along with the current zoning or whatever
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the intersection wouldn't fail according to
critical sums.

The distinction here is Cambridge

Street and Prospect Street, that intersection,
even under existing zoning is going to see some
problems.

So the policy ideas that we're

discussing here don't really affect whether they
go over that threshold.

So that is what it is.

And that's just summarizing what I just
said there.

It's -- project's already in the

pipeline.
So here I'll just pause and we can have a
discussion about those ideas and then we can jump
back to urban form recommendations at the end.
We haven't had a chance to discuss those much.
So we've certainly been discussing the ideas in
the abstract.
LOUIS J. BACCI, JR.:

In the NetZero

scenario, do you expect most people would
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actually decrease their carbon footprint or just
by offsets?
JOHN McCARTIN:

Largely we expect it to

be offsets.
LOUIS J. BACCI, JR.:

So it won't do

anything to lower the greenhouse gas effect.
Thank you.
H THEODORE COHEN:

I guess my issue with

the environmental performance incentive is it's
inequality.

It's the same issue I had with the

proposal to give certain benefits for separating
wastewater and sewage, is that it's giving the
benefit to just one class of people in the city.
You know, if -- you know, in eliminating the
greenhouse gas is great, although with the offset
it's not going to happen so much in the city, but
why should this class of people get that bonus?
Where as existing homeowners or existing
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commercial owners, if they were to do something
to benefit the environment aren't getting a
similar benefit.

It just seems to me unequal to

me.
HUGH RUSSELL:

I guess I just wanted a

follow-up question on this offset question.

Now

is -- my understanding is and my experience as an
architect of housing is we put in very efficient
gas fired appliances and they produce greenhouse
gasses.

And under the offset scenario, you

change your building so that it's all electric
and so you don't actually emit the greenhouse
gasses in Cambridge.

And, you know, depending on

what your offsetting, if it's wind power or, you
know, solar fields, like MIT brought the state of
North Carolina I guess.
LOUIS J. BACCI, JR.:
inclusionary housing there.

Right, exactly.

No
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HUGH RUSSELL:

They're hopefully above

the water line.
So it actually if someone converts from
gas to electric and then, you know, electricity
isn't generated using fossil fuels in the city,
which is pretty much inevitable, because we don't
have a lot of generation capability, then it
seems like there is a benefit in the -- locally.
And there's probably a benefit to the planet in
that it changes the economics of the development
of these alternative generator facilities to some
extent.
STEVEN COHEN:

Yeah, I have a question.

And I don't think the atmosphere really gives
much of a hoot whether the greenhouse gas is
being generated in Cambridge or out of Cambridge.
HUGH RUSSELL:

Yeah, but if it was

generated by a windmill --
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STEVEN COHEN:

If it is.

If it is.

But

that's a separate issue, and I don't think that
this policy is increasing the economics of
wind-generated energy like the other good
policies that would encourage that, but I don't
see that this increases the likelihood -HUGH RUSSELL:

I think it does, though,

because you have to -- you have to purchase
whatever gets generated in the NetZero fashion.
STEVEN COHEN:
credit regime.

I'm skeptical of the whole

I think we should do everything

we can for the building code or other incentives
to make all of our structures as energy efficient
as possible.

But I think this NetZero concept

is, to my eye, is something of a scam which few
people really understand anyway.

I don't think

it's the right approach.
MELISSA PETERS:

Through you, Mr. Chair,
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just to clarify it.

With the intent of the

NetZero action plan was that people would get off
of fossil fuels and would go -- if they couldn't
generate it onsite, the geothermal, PV, they
would go all electric and purchase green energy
from the grid.

Which I believe, and I'm not the

expert, but I would agree with Hugh that that
would -- ideally the goal is that it would change
the grid over time to be for more a green sources
if more and more customers were to do that.
STEVEN COHEN:

I don't see how that

changes the grid, but that's another
conversation.
H THEODORE COHEN:
quickly.

If you could continue

I mean we have a number of other

matters.
JOHN McCARTIN:

So we've reached the end

of the official presentation.

I'm happy to go to
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any slide if you have any additional questions or
want to focus on a slide for the discussion.
There's no slides for the urban form
recommendations if you would prefer to turn to
them.

But we can bring them up, a couple of them

on the screen.
LOUIS J. BACCI, JR.:

One last question.

I noticed in this you're recommending no minimum
parking in any of these projects and so forth.
So we get much larger buildings in much smaller
neighborhoods with much less parking.

I don't

know how that works in reality.
JOHN McCARTIN:

So to clarify, the

affordable housing overlay, so the
super-inclusionary and NetZero policies
themselves don't recommend losing parking, but
yeah, you're right, the urban form
recommendations does have that for the corridors
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but just, I just wanted to make that distinction.
MARY FLYNN:
one.

So, my question is a broad

And so I think you said 140 or so

recommendations coming out of all of this?
how, how do they get prioritized?
balance them all out?

So

How do you

I mean, it goes back to

Steve's point about, you know, we're focusing on
housing.

And I understand the reason is because

you wanted to have is this discussion tonight.
But there's also, you know, liveability issues
and open space issues and the transportation.
And I don't quite get how it all comes into a
nice little package if -- and also like how many
of those, if you have any sense of it, would
require zoning changes beyond what we're talking
about tonight?
JOHN McCARTIN:

So we had a process first

within each working group to determine what they
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thought were priorities.

Then we brought all the

working groups together in a sort of cage match
situation where they could juggle between
themselves and we made them all, you know, break
into groups where they weren't with their friend
and battle it out.

And so there was a process of

prioritization there.

And we, so we ran that.

And then we had a public meeting.

I think one

public meeting about prioritizing these actions,
that was earlier in the summer.

And then there

was -- all of that was sort of collated and
brought together by the advisory committee which
is another Envision Cambridge body.

So we have a

prioritization -- we have a priority listed for
each of the actions in the plan or that came out
of the working group process.
time frame estimates.

We also have a

So we hope all together

between the priority and what we think the time
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frame would be, that would provide clear
direction to the, you know, the city staff,
counsel, whoever is indicated by the
recommendation.

I'm not sure off the top of my

head how many zoning recommendations there are.
MELISSA PETERS:

The only thing I would

add to that, John, is that in addition to the
public's assessment of what were priorities, we,
you know, outlined what we felt were kind of the
level of difficulty of implementing the various
actions, and also the level of impact.

So we

had, we had conducted an exercise where things
that were low impact but high difficulty, maybe
those don't move forward.

Those that are low

impact with low difficulty, those are things that
maybe are lower priority that move forward if
staff time permits or funding is available, but
then really focusing on those high impact
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projects and policies.

And so that kind of

helped to identify the time frame along with
people's preferences to identify a short, medium,
and long term projects.
MARY FLYNN:

Okay.

So what kind -- and

maybe that's the way you've done it is to, to try
to figure out level of difficulty.

But it's,

what I'm not understanding is how you take one or
two, say a group of transportation policies or
whatever and then look at, say, open space or
housing and try to figure out how do they all
affect each other.

You know, I mean, because

that's what we're trying to get at, right?

Sort

of the perfect or sort of perfect to Cambridge as
we want.

But there are so many competing needs

and desires, we're all not going to get what we
want.

So it's -- I'm not really sure how it

sifts out.

I mean, is that something that goes
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to the City Council and they go through it and
they set overall priorities?
MELISSA PETERS:
point.

I don't know.

Yeah, no, that's a good

And I think, you know, certainly for

those that are competing we certainly need to
have additional conversation.

And, you know,

certainly at City Council level, but also a lot
of these would require a significant operating
and capital expenditures.

So just because their

recommendation to the public, that's no guarantee
that they'll get implemented.

It certainly would

be folded into the annual budgeting process and
priority process that the City Council does that
eventually does the appropriation.
MARY FLYNN:
STEVEN COHEN:

Thank you.
But, Mary, you know, I

think that question is the key question.

And

it's like everything else in life, it's finding
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the right balance.

I mean we all run into that

in almost every sector of our lives.
it's about the balance.

And here

And I hope that this

Board anyway that we can take up some of these
issues at least in the housing space.

And I

think that we can and should really chime in the
subject and how we think that balance should be
struck in the city.
income housing.

Because it isn't just low

There are a lot of other

considerations which we consider important to the
character and health and desirability and
vitality of this thing.
HUGH RUSSELL:

And so down at the end of

my street is Inman Square and there's been a very
robust planning process going on in Inman Square.
And it makes me think that we're not going to in
the Envision document figure out what the answer
is to every problem, but we're going to know what
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our priorities are.

So, for example, in Inman

Square it didn't take too long for the
transportation planners to get to a position by
saying this is the only street pattern that works
and accomplishes our transportation goals.

And

there was a lot of upset about a bunch of trees
that were getting cut to implement that.

And so

they went back and they figured out how they
could address the urban forest and, you know,
that -- the green measures through a variety of
strategies.

One strategy is to plant more trees.

And some of those trees are being planted a block
away in the city parking lot on Springfield
Street.

And then there's, you know, a lot of

effort was put on the design of the plaza area
saying what you could accomplish and how long
would it take for that to overtake and surpass
the present in tree cover, for example.

So --
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and I would say, you know, if this discussion had
come up ten years ago, it wouldn't have gotten
there.

You know, I've still got problems with

design of the bicycles and the pedestrians and -but I think I do understand why they're doing the
streets the way they're doing it.

And so I

think with -- so as we undertake any action, and
we now have some as a result of this process, a
better knowledge of the priorities and the
interrelationships and the why that things
happen.
So that's the good part.

The bad part.

So today I tried to reconcile this document with
this document.

This is the document that was

produced in 1993 and updated in 2007 when the
City Council asked the Community Development
Department to come up with a plan.

And they, the

plan consisted of essentially 80 policies which
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they didn't change when they updated '93 to 2070.
But the supporting material and the explanations
and the implications all were updated at some
point.

So I tried to think -- so I thought well,

now are we getting remiss what we've got here or
are we losing things that are in this document
already?
all.

And the answer is I couldn't tell at

Because they're written at a different

level of generality and specificity.
really goals and strategies.
more like guidelines.

These are

These would come

And they represented --

this was prepared basically by the staff in 1991
and '02 and '03 to say what are the principles
we're actually employing right now?
you write them down.

Why don't

And so that's -- I would

like the somebody in the envision process to take
this document and relate it to what's coming out
of Envision.

And just do the excise I was unable
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to do, which is to say are there things that
we've held as principles for now 2 years but
they're getting lost.

Because, I don't know why.

If they are and I think that's, and something
that should be, should be looked at.

Maybe it's

unmanageable because of the different structure
of the documents.

But one thing that I found is

urban form goals.

No. 1, maintain existing

patterns say whether they are well established in
advance to city's values through a mix of
preservation and complementary in-fill
development.

The old policy was scattered around

a bit but it was to maintain the historic
residential neighborhoods in their form.

And so

the notion of complementary in-fill development
has been added to this mix which may be a result
of what we're, what you heard.
H THEODORE COHEN:

But I don't even think
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you can reconcile these urban form goals with a
lot of the proposals that we're discussing today.
HUGH RUSSELL:

Oh, yeah.

Right.

So

everything that's highlighted today seemed you
would have difficult with.
But the other -- and if you go down to
the second page, the strategies and actions, the
first ongoing action is to protect buildings and
historic and neighborhood conservation districts
as well as landmarks and properties.

So now

instead of a holding for them, it's only the
subset of the neighborhoods.

And there's another

goal down here which says okay, add more in the
conservation districts which I think is a great
idea.

Because it's been proven to be a good tool

in our neighborhood that Steve probably knows
more about than anyone else because he's sat on
that commission for quite sometime.
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STEVEN COHEN:

I chaired it for years.

HUGH RUSSELL:

Yeah.

But this was a

neighborhood that was -- it had one vacant lot.
It was Sarah Lee Berman's garden.
STEVEN COHEN:

Exactly.

HUGH RUSSELL:

And so it was all about

in-fill development.

And having done an in-fill

project myself and subject to the scrutiny of the
district, I feel that, you know, it was a process
which was valuable.
STEVEN COHEN:

You've never forgiven me

for that.
JOHN HAWKINSON:
HUGH RUSSELL:

Steve, is your mic on?
He hassled me, but your

colleagues on the Board said come on.

And I

don't believe -- you didn't prevent me from doing
what I have had done which is the whole point of
the process.
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So, and so I think there's a case where
we're maybe losing something.

We're losing

protection of, say, Lou's neighborhood which has
got a very distinctive character and which isn't
in a historic district mostly.

It doesn't have a

neighborhood conservation district that got a
bunch of really fabulous activists and, you know,
the organization and neighborhood -LOUIS J. BACCI, JR.:
HUGH RUSSELL:

Spirit.

But so anyway, that's in a

way that's the way I would approach this whole
urban form document.

The only other comment that

we make on this is I want to sort of get through
it, which is this is about overall form of
development along our major corridors and
squares.

And I presume those are the things that

end up in the colors on the maps we've been
seeing today.
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JOHN McCARTIN:

That isn't an exhaustive

list but, yeah.
HUGH RUSSELL:

Right.

And basically it says promotes street
wall development.

Well, not all of the

development along these corridors is street wall.
And, yeah, I would be happy to get rid of the
7-Eleven on the corner of Prospect and Broadway
except when a need an emergency bottle of milk.
But, you know, the -- all of those corridors were
120 years ago single-family houses or a lot of
single-family houses.

And then there were a few

left on Mass. Avenue and more than a few left on
Cambridge Street.

And the character of those

streets is not four-story street wall nor do I
think it should be particularly at the cost of
some of the historic structures that remind us
what our city was like in the past.

So I think
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later on there is a policy which says we ought to
analyze the streets and come up with what the
character really is.
H THEODORE COHEN:
sense of the Board?
ten.

Could I just get a

We -- it's now quarter to

We have a number of other matters.

I think

a discussion of urban form goals we ought to do,
this document, but I think it could be a quite
lengthy discussion.

And I'm wondering whether

we, you know, and I welcome that discussion, but
I wonder whether do we really want to get into it
now or hopefully reschedule it for another time
and move on to the other matters that we have for
this evening?

And I just wonder how board

members feel.
MARY FLYNN:

I'm good for it to be

rescheduled.
LOUIS J. BACCI, JR.:

I thought it was
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nice to continue the discussion because it's
fresh in everybody's mind, but there is some need
to get some of this done tonight.
STEVEN COHEN:

Yeah, we also want to make

sure that the folks who are here waiting for
their matter to be heard -H THEODORE COHEN:
STEVEN COHEN:
heard.

Right.

-- make sure that they are

Maybe if there's time afterwards, we can

return to it tonight or just put it off.
HUGH RUSSELL:

We don't do our best to

work after 9:30.
H THEODORE COHEN:
9:30 now.

Right.

And it's after

And I think there's a, you know, we've

got some cell towers but then we have another big
project that we might want to comment on.
STEVEN COHEN:

And for those of us who

are actually in construction and who get up at
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four and five o'clock in the morning, this is
getting challenging.
H THEODORE COHEN:

So I suggest we

continue this discussion to another time.
don't want to lose it.

And I

And I think it, you know,

very interesting, but like you, I don't know that
we would all agree with all the things that are
in here and whether they agree with previous
studies and determinations.

So I think it's

definitely something we ought to do, look forward
to doing it.

But I think at this point I would

personally prefer if we moved on to something
else.
(All board members in agreement).
H THEODORE COHEN:

Okay.

Thank you very much.
Why don't we take a real just ten minute
break and then come back.
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(A short recess was taken.)
H THEODORE COHEN:

Okay, we're back and

we have a number of BZA cases to review and
either make or not make recommendations to them.
The first one we'll take up is relating
to 212 Hampshire Street, which is a Variance to
add eight dwelling units on two floors of an
existing ground floor commercial building which
seeks a number of variances.
JAI SINGH KHALSA:

Good evening.

Singh Khalsa, Khalsa Design.

Jai

I'm the architect

for the 212 Hampshire Street job.

And this

evening my client Binoj Pradhan is here with me.
Binoj is a long-term resident of Somerville, owns
a number of businesses in Somerville and
Cambridge, and a number of pieces of real estate
in both locations.
The subject property is the old Ryles
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Club location.

When our client bought the Ryles

Club, there's a whole series of deed restrictions
that were put on the property at the time of the
purchase.

Basically the deed restrictions don't

allow to have a club in there and they don't
allow to have a competing restaurant in there.
So you're, you know, immediately limited by what
you can do with the building.
And then looking -- actually Binoj found
the pictures.

He went over to Historic to do the

research on the old building.

We found the

picture of what the building used to look like
before there was a major fire in it on the top
floor and it was lost.

And so the goal of our

presentation tonight is to show a similar
addition to what was there originally.

The

dormers are a little different, the number of
windows are a little different, but the detailing
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is highly similar.

We've had two meetings on

this with the Mid Cambridge Historic, and they
are happy and supporting the project.

They --

between the first and the second meetings there
was a number of detail areas that we refined on
the building.

And they were specifically around

the treatment of the depth of this soffit,
primarily in the horizontal projection and
detailing around the weights of the trims on the
dormers doing a face plate here and a very thin
edge band and the detailing of the top edge of
the building as well where it goes from a mansard
to a hipped roof on top of the mansard.

So we've

-- we've studied the old photo, got as close as
we could to the old photo profiles in the
building.

But this one picture, a whole

presentation here, but this one picture really
kind of tells a story of what we're trying to
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accomplish to bring the building back to the
mansard that was there.

There's quite a few

three-story buildings in the square.

It's

appropriate in its massing and scale, but to
achieve this we do need to ask for relief on a
number of things.

And the things we're asking

for relief on are the fact that there's a lack of
parking here.

The actual intensity of the use --

so I want to back up for a second.
So we're proposing two retail stores on
the ground floor and eight units of residences.
And we're proposing one of the eight units of
residences be an affordable unit compared to -as you know, the threshold is the tenth unit but
we're proposing to provide that.

We're proposing

that we have four units on the second floor and
four units on the third floor and one central
staircase.

Part of one unit, there is a handicap
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lift in the rear left corner of the building now
as you face it from Hampshire Street.
interior to the building.

It's

We are proposing to

make that area -- and there's also a staircase in
there existing, part of a unit so that you will
have handicap accessible unit at grade level
there and really avoid the expense of putting a
full elevator in the building and also avoid the
height and sort of awkwardness that it would
create in the massing of the building as well if
we introduced a full elevator.
The -- so the unit density is -- we're
asking for relief on.

And then the other thing

we're asking for relief on is parking.
Now the intensity of the use of the
proposed building is substantially less than the
previous intensity requirements for parking.
It's not fair to do just a straight line
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comparison because the building did have relief
in the past to reduce their number of required
parking spaces down but we're still well below
the threshold that the prior variance had brought
it down to for the location.

Okay?

This was our cover sheet here.
locus.

Your

And we're actually planning to do some

fairly nice landscaping.

We have, actually, a

level here where this is one story with the -- on
top here there will be a private deck area and
then you have another private deck area out here.
And we're planning to do green roof plantings in
those areas.

And then down the pathway to where

the handicap unit access is, we're planning on
doing brick paving and a herringbone type of a
texture there and then the recess entrances along
the side street.
Now, the ground floor footprint has not
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changed.

This is the walkway into where the

handicap unit is, it is an existing staircase.
It is an existing lift.

And we're proposing to

do two retail spaces here.

And then this is the

common entrance where the main stairwell is going
up to the residential units above.
Your context buildings in the area, the
PCA building across the street, which is three
stories.

The firehouse.

Here's Ryles here.

The

firehouse directly across the street as you got
the Mini Mart, all of those being three stories
tall and so you have a lot of three-story
buildings in the area already.

It's not out of

context with the surroundings.
We did do a transportation study, and I'm
not going to belabor that, but there is a lot of
bus service in connection in the neighborhood.
And this is an early -- this is the
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earlier version of the rendering.

This does not

have the corrected soffits on it.

It does not

have the corrected trims on the dormers.
the first blush at this.

It has

And the other thing

that Mid Cambridge wanted to help us with was the
color selections for the building.

We went

through a series of color selections with the
owner.

This was his preferred.

Mid Cambridge

Historic really has a different set of colors
they'd like to see on it.

We're happy to work

with them to come up with the colored pallet.
But you can see in terms of scale it fits in well
with the neighborhood.

We're going to be

reintroducing all of the panel detail and the
lower cornice detail down below and maintaining
the diagonal entry at the corner and then there
will be another entrance down the street.

A

little bit of this detailing and grade still
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exists on the far left-hand corner of the
building over here.
Just other views now.

This is the view

here standing and looking across Inman Street.
So these are existing entrances here.

This is a

screened mechanical area where we'll actually put
screening behind the railing work so you won't
see the mechanicals behind it and it's also a
private deck area here.

And then up in this

areas here is your other mechanical and deck area
here.

This addition in this area here is where

the stairwell will be coming up to service the
upper stories.
And then some close in detailing on how
the, we achieved a thin edge on the edge of the
mansard.

We're actually using a continuous

gutter here.
downspouts.

We have to still locate the
We're taking the gutter profiling,
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using it up on the dormers themselves as well to
give that kind of an angle thinned out look on
it, but we're not going to treat them as gutters
up there because we don't really want to decorate
the whole facade of the mansard with downspouts.
So it will pour off there, hit the mansard, and
come and collect down below.
And then in profile we're doing a real
mansard coming in which has a curved profile
coming down along this.

And your overhang

happening here and the kind of integral lined
gutter, wood gutter on the edge of it.
This here, proposed basement.
basement's existing.

The

The only change we're

making it to is the staircase location.
On the first floor we have our two
retails areas here.

The second means of egress

out of the this retail space here, and a second
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means of egress out of this one.
existing egresses.

These are

Our entrance to our handicap

unit, our staircase going up and down here, and
then we have our bicycle storage off the
residential lobby there.
Your residential level coming up.
is within this handicap unit here.
existing lift.
into this.

This

There's your

And then enclosure on that coming

We're using this as our kitchen area,

dining area, living, and two bedroom areas.
staircase circles around here.
over in this location here.

The

We've got a unit

One bedroom, one

bedroom, and one bedroom units.
And then the top floor, again, we have
all one, all one bedroom units on the top floor.
The only one that works out to be the two bedroom
is the handicap unit.

And the staircase in this

area here and the green roof area and the private
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deck in that area.
And that's it.
H THEODORE COHEN:
questions?

Comments?

HUGH RUSSELL:

Board members,

Hugh.
So the reason I asked that

we think about this has nothing to do with the
architectural treatments, and it has to do with
the unit mix because there are eight, one-bedroom
apartments.

And I think we ought to just -- and

there's a substantial floor area variance that
has to be granted to accomplish this, to
essentially restore a building that was built
before the -- should we be encouraging,
suggesting that there be at least one,
three-bedroom unit, you know?
the affordable unit.
with studios?

Maybe it becomes

Does that mean you end up

Does it mean you lose a unit?

Maybe you take three, one bedrooms and convert --
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get two, three bedrooms so you have, you know,
actually more bedrooms.

But anyway, that's the

discussion I'm interested in hearing your opinion
on.

Is this something we should suggest to the

Zoning Board?
H THEODORE COHEN:
STEVEN COHEN:
mixed feelings.

Steve.

Yeah, I have a bunch of

Just in terms of mix, I always

wonder about the three bedrooms and whether, you
know, they're so big and they're so expensive,
that it ends up being more students and, you
know, two bedroom.
compromise.

I think it's maybe the right

But it gets into this funny you

think of what's our role in providing for the
housing needs of diverse population?

It's kind

of hard to micromanage these things.

But in

general we have certainly said and encouraged
developers to provide larger units, but we
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haven't done it in a really systematic way.

And

that's, that's the part that makes me a little
uncomfortable.

But in principle, I mean, think

it's a good idea to encourage the multi-bedroom
units.

So that was useless.
JAI SINGH KHALSA:

If I could address one

thing to the Board is that in terms of the 600
square foot per unit ratio to the lot size, that
seven units would be allowable for the size of
the lot.

And then the only relief we'd be asking

for is the FAR and the parking at that point.
You know, the owner has -- typically likes to do
smaller units and does pretty -- very fair rents
is what I can say.

We did an addition --

actually, a third floor addition to a building
for him in Teele Square.

He has a block where

there's Masala Restaurant there on Broadway and
Teele Square in Somerville.

And half the
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building was three stories and half the buildings
was two stories and it was built that way
originally.

We completed the two-story part to

make it three stories which actually really helps
the edges of the square and the experience of
being in the place.
one bedroom.

But all of his units were

There was one, two bedroom, the

rest were one bedrooms.

And he really tries to

work towards a more moderate price point.

And a

lot of his units in Teele Square were really
almost workforce housing type of units in terms
of his pricing and target.

So I'd like him to be

able to maintain that ability to be able to
afford to have an affordable unit here as part of
the mix.
STEVEN COHEN:

You understand that our

concern is not strictly affordability, it's also
providing family units of which is something --
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JAI SINGH KHALSA:

I understand.

H THEODORE COHEN:

Well, I say we haven't

been consistent in insisting upon it, but we have
been asking for it for many, many years and I
think it's not inappropriate to suggest to the
BZA that they consider in thinking about the
variance whether it makes sense to change the
unit mix to include perhaps a three-bedroom or
maybe two, two bedrooms or something different
than just one-bedroom units.

You know, I think

it was one of the Envision Cambridge urban form
goals to seek more three bedroom -- more
family-size units throughout the city, and I
think to a certain extent we would be remiss not
to at least bring it up to the BZA for them to
consider.
CATHERINE PRESTON CONNOLLY:

I guess from

my point of view, especially where the developer
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has offered an affordable unit, I think it's
appropriate to bring up the question of unit mix
to the BZA.

But, you know, there are definitely

tradeoffs and I would hate for it to say, you
know, by going down to seven units, we lose the
ability to get the eighth affordable unit even if
it is only one bedrooms.

I mean, there is demand

for one bedrooms in Cambridge.

And so I'm okay

with raising the question and asking the BZA to
think about it, but I wouldn't, I would -- I
don't think I would be in favor of saying that we
strongly recommend that you require it.
MARY FLYNN:
Catherine on this.

I tend to agree with
I think, you know, the fact

that the owner is putting in an affordable unit
without it being required, is a wonderful thing
to do.

And, yeah, it could be lost if -- you

know, because we don't know what the economics
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are.

Maybe you guys have a better sense or maybe

Steve does.

But I think, you know, it's fine to

look at it, but I don't think in an eight-unit
building that this is the place to push a
three-bedroom unit.
TOM SIENIEWICZ:

I just wanted to go on

the record and communicate to the Zoning Board
that relative to the relief being asked for
parking, that compared to a popular jazz club,
this is very much a reduction in the impact of
traffic and parking over the site and the site is
amply afforded by a lot of trans-alternative
transportation here.

So this Planning Board

member's not concerned about that request and
relative to the density restoring the building.
And the perspective I found very, very helpful
across the square restoring this building to its
original form really from a planning perspective
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I think is a very positive thing.

So I'm also

not concerned about the request for the density.
STEVEN COHEN:

I agree with these

comments.
I have one question, and that is when
things are approved through the Planning Board,
our staff reviews the working drawings and
reviews the detailing of architectural details
and elements.

Does the Mid Cambridge

Conservation District Commission provide that
staff review nowadays on details?
JAI SINGH KHALSA:

Well, we had a meeting

with the Board in general and then -- and they
were in support of it except for the list of
things that I addressed that needed more
refinement.

We then met with their, I'm probably

not going to not exactly say the name right, but
basically architectural review and detail group
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which was a subset of the commission, and went
over the finer detailing with them in the
Historic Commission's office along with Sarah
from -- Sarah Burks from the staff.

So that

level of detailing was gone through.

I'm not

speaking for the planning department.
STEVEN COHEN:
ZBA.

There won't be much by the

The review of detailing would be fine with

the Cambridge Commission.
H THEODORE COHEN:

Anyone else?

(No Response.)
H THEODORE COHEN:

So I guess the first

question is whether we say nothing or whether we
make a recommendation to the BZA?

And I would

take it that sense of the Board that we would
make a recommendation supporting the requested
variances, but with a suggestion to the BZA that
they consider the possibility of changing the
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unit mix to include something other than
one-bedroom units, but presumably not at the
expense of losing the affordable unit.
CATHERINE PRESTON CONNOLLY:

Yeah.

Yeah,

I think to Tom's point and to Hugh's about the
quality of the architecture, how this fits into
the historic context of the square and how
appropriate the variances seem in light of all of
that, I think a positive recommendation for the
Variance is appropriate and a suggestion that
they think about the unit mix but we would, you
know -- and the tradeoff with an affordable unit
is appropriate.
H THEODORE COHEN:

Okay.

So can we take

a -- do you want to make that a motion?
CATHERINE PRESTON CONNOLLY:
LOUIS J. BACCI, JR.:

Sure.

One quick question.

I just wanted to make sure, these are all rental
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units, correct?
JAI SINGH KHALSA:

That's correct.

CATHERINE PRESTON CONNOLLY:

So I move we

make recommendations to the BZA as I previously
stated and with a suggestion that they consider
the tradeoffs between the unit mix proposed with
an affordable unit and larger bedroom sizes or
bedroom units.
H THEODORE COHEN:
STEVEN COHEN:

Second?

Second.

H THEODORE COHEN:

All those in favor?

(Show of hands.)
H THEODORE COHEN:

Thank you.

JAI SINGH KHALSA:

Thank you very much.

MARY FLYNN:

It's beautiful.

H THEODORE COHEN:
LIZA PADEN:

Good luck.

Okay, Liza.

The first case I wanted to

draw your attention to is 1815 Mass. Avenue.

And
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the applicant actually is here.

He's -- this is

the proposal at the Lesley University's student
hall building, the old Sears building some people
may know it as.

And it's an application to

remove the existing antennas and replace it with
the upgraded equipment.
I think this is the application I sent
around to people along with the additional
material that was submitted on photo sims.
Does anybody want to look at this?
MARY FLYNN:

I haven't seen the photo

LIZA PADEN:

They're at the end.

sims.

TOM SIENIEWICZ:
boneyard.

Hugh, this is a famous

I know this comes up -- this has come

up before with the administration and talking
about that tower.
simulations.

You're looking at the photo

Is this an improvement over what
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we've been dealing with for a number of years?
LIZA PADEN:
something?

Can I just look at

I gave you the wrong ones.

My

mistake.
Here's the photo sims.
H THEODORE COHEN:

Is Erik still here or

is he gone?
LIZA PADEN:

Suzannah actually does the

reviews on the telecommunications and she has
looked at it.
STEVEN COHEN:
antenna?

So are these additional

Are they replacement antenna?
LIZA PADEN:

You want to answer that?

Identify who you are.
ATTORNEY SIMON BRIGHENTI:

If I could,

I'm the applicant representing the applicant.
I'm attorney Simon Brighenti working with Sprint.
And what's happening is that we are proposing --
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essentially it's a 6409 eligible facility
request.

We're looking to swap out six existing

antennas and replacing them with six new
antennas.

Three of the antennas currently are

all the same size.
size.

They're basically exactly my

They're 72 inches tall and about 20 inches

by about 10 inches, unfortunately half my weight.
And the other three that are there or were there
are 42 inches tall and we're replacing those with
some updated or seeking to replace those with
some updated technology antennas which are 25
inches.

So that if I could, that kind of leads

me to the urban design planner request.

And Liza

gave me the information that was presented.

And

if you have the -- if you have that information
there, it says the antennas should be located
within the red area of the facade.
that.

We can do
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Low enough not to break the roof line.
We can do that.
Nor the horizontal plane.

We can do

that.
The color should be a matte finish brick
color brick without the brick patterns.

We can

do that.
And then the mounting brackets should be
as small as possible to mount close to the
facade.

We can do that.
The only, I guess, variance -- technical

variance, but the only difference we would say is
that the antennas would not be the same length
because it's different technology.

Right now,

again, some of the antennas are because they're
2500 mega -- they're six-foot antennas.

And then

we are actually putting up smaller antennas.
the overall impact would be less.

So

We'd have less
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square footage up there.

To compensate for that

we could either have what they call a centerline.
So we could match the centerline so you would
have the same amount above each one.

Or we could

have the top of the antennas be consistent.

So

some antennas would just be, you know, would go
lower than the others.
LOUIS J. BACCI, JR.:

But they will

physically fit in that?
ATTORNEY SIMON BRIGHENTI:

Oh, they will.

Again, it's just replacing what's there.

The

ones that are there or that were there that are
42 inches replacing them with 25 inch ones.

So

we're losing some size there.
And the painting and the camouflaging and
everything we can agree with that's not a
problem.

I apologize for not having my computer

with me.

I had some problems today with it.

I
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kind of went old school.
back there.

I do have some plans

But if you have what you have there,

it should be sufficient I would hope unless
there's any specific detailed questions.
JEFF ROBERTS:

Do you want me to put

anything on the screen, Ted?
H THEODORE COHEN:

I don't think it's

necessary.
ATTORNEY SIMON BRIGHENTI:

I apologize

for not having that.
H THEODORE COHEN:

Well, you know, this

my least favorite antenna installation in the
city which I say every time somebody shows up to
do this.

I, you know, I would not be supportive

of adding any new ones, new number of them.

But

my understanding is that we're ending up with the
same number -ATTORNEY SIMON BRIGHENTI:

Yes.
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H THEODORE COHEN:
to be smaller.

-- and they're going

And I guess if you comply with

Suzannah's comments -ATTORNEY SIMON BRIGHENTI:

Is that the

urban design?
LIZA PADEN:

Yes.

H THEODORE COHEN:

The urban design

comments, that's as good as we're going to get
right there.
ATTORNEY SIMON BRIGHENTI:

Would you like

us to match the centerline?
H THEODORE COHEN:

I actually think it

would make sense to have them all at the same
height.
HUGH RUSSELL:
LIZA PADEN:

Top.
The top.

H THEODORE COHEN:
straight across.

The top all matched
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ATTORNEY SIMON BRIGHENTI:
H THEODORE COHEN:

Yes.

And, yes, get rid of

the painted brick strips.
ATTORNEY SIMON BRIGHENTI:

We tried.

Okay.
H THEODORE COHEN:

Other people comments?

LOUIS J. BACCI, JR.:

That's pretty much

it.
H THEODORE COHEN:

Corrine.

CORRINE ESPINOZA:

Mine are not design

H THEODORE COHEN:

Okay.

CORRINE ESPINOZA:

Well, I understand

related.

this is a 6409 eligible, but I wanted to ask if
there are any risks to the public's health with
these type of installations?
ATTORNEY SIMON BRIGHENTI:
public health?

Risk to the

Well, physically you mean the
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antennas are secured up there by all the
standards, so nothing is going to fall off the
building.

But if you're talking about the

radiofrequency emissions, those are all regulated
by the FCC and there will be no real, no change
to what's up there.

And the radiofrequency

emissions are well below the FCC guidelines to
the -- you're down into the single digits percent
of what the FCC requires before you start putting
labels and warnings and those kind of things up
there.

Yeah, there won't be anything that's

going to change.
CORRINE ESPINOZA:

So you answered my

next question which was if this differed from, if
the newer equipment would have a different impact
than the equipment that you currently have, but
it sounds like it would be equal.
ATTORNEY SIMON BRIGHENTI:

Right.

Again,
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with any new technology it's a little bit more
efficient so you're not going to have as much
loss of the signal.

So there will be a little

bit of a tightening of the signal.

But, again,

there won't be any significant or any really
market change at all as far as the emissions
goes.
CORRINE ESPINOZA:

Thank you.

H THEODORE COHEN:

So then we would send

a recommendation to the BZA that we would
recommend this be approved subject to the urban
design guidelines that the applicant has agreed
to?
MARY FLYNN:

Yes.

H THEODORE COHEN:

Okay.

All in favor?
(Show of hands.)
H THEODORE COHEN:

Unanimous.
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ATTORNEY SIMON BRIGHENTI:
LIZA PADEN:

Next case 678 Mass. Avenue.

The one in Central Square.
the tax man building.

Thanks again.

It's also known as

So this one has in the

past put their installations at the top of the
building and in a faux penthouse that they've
designed.

And these are the penthouses that

they're looking to increase to add the
replacement antennas.

So that the penthouses

themselves will get a little bit bigger in two of
the sections.
So this is the building that we've worked
with them to not hang any of the antennas over
the facade that's on Mass. Avenue or in Central
Square itself.

There are some antennas that hang

on the rear of the building and the side of the
building.

But this work that's being done is

going to be in the existing penthouse.

It's
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going to be enlarged, and they'll be inside the
penthouse.

The only place you actually see the

penthouse in Central Square is when you're coming
from Harvard Square going towards MIT on Mass.
Avenue.
MARY FLYNN:

How much bigger is it going

LIZA PADEN:

It get three feet wider.

to be?

This is an installation that has three
antennas that are being replaced and they're
adding three more.
TOM SIENIEWICZ:

I think this is one of

the more successful strategies walking up to
Central Square everyday on my way to work.

So

and I appreciate that they respected the
architecture, Liza.

So I don't have the issue

with the slight expansion on this.
LIZA PADEN:

Okay.
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H THEODORE COHEN:

I have no problem with

it.
LIZA PADEN:

No objection?

H THEODORE COHEN:
LIZA PADEN:
STEVEN COHEN:

Any comments?
Lovely.

H THEODORE COHEN:
LIZA PADEN:
Brookline Street.

No objection.

Tom likes it.

The next installation is 280

This is an unusual case

because it's actually in the Residence C
district.

When the antennas were originally

approved for this location, the applicant agreed
to construct faux chimneys on the top of the
building and so that's the location of the
installation replacement.

So they will be

replacing six of the antennas with six new
antennas, and they also are putting remote radio
units on the rooftop.

So anything that would be
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visible above the roof line is going to be inside
the existing faux chimney and the rest of it sits
on the surface of the roof.
I mean the faux chimneys are like -- what
can you say?
STEVEN COHEN:

But so there's no changes

being made?
LIZA PADEN:

Visually, no, you won't see

any difference.
STEVEN COHEN:
LIZA PADEN:

That's a no brainer.
You want me to write no

brainer or no objection?
STEVEN COHEN:

That's a technical

concept.
LIZA PADEN:

Okay.

I'll put down no

objection.
We're getting punchy?
(All board members in agreement).
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LIZA PADEN:
Street.

The case is 102 Sherman

So the location of this building is over

by the Cadbury Commons on Sherman Street; saint
Peter's field, Walden Square.

So this building

actually is one of the buildings that deepens
within this lot.

So it's not the one that

closest to Sherman Street.

And this installation

is -- the only suggestion that we would have is
that they move the -- make sure all the antennas
are below the penthouse.

This is a mechanical

override, and that's where the antennas are
installed and they're having to spread out the
antennas.

So now they'll be antennas on one of

the facades of the penthouse where it wasn't
before.

But it's not visible from the playing

fields and it's where the antennas have been in
the past.
TOM SIENIEWICZ:

I think it adds to the
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architecture, yeah, on the scale and texture.

So

it -H THEODORE COHEN:
TOM SIENIEWICZ:
buried in the block.

And you're right, it's

I have no objection.

H THEODORE COHEN:
LIZA PADEN:

Tom likes it.

No objection.

That's all we have.

Did we

do Town Gown?
H THEODORE COHEN:

We did Town Gown so we

are adjourned.
(Whereupon, at 10:40 p.m., the
Planning Board Adjourned.)
* * * * *
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